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W AOES constitute the reward or compensation paid to labourers by thOI;C wbo employ them, in return for their services.
'l'aken in its widest sense, the temt labourers is ' 'el')' comprehensive. In addition to the myriads who are cngagt'll
in n>;TicultllTill, commercial, and manufacturing punnits, it
comprises all sorts of public functionaries, from the prime
minister downwnrdll, with those who crowd the ranks of what
nrc called the learned and liberal profe-ssions. TI1cse parties,
how widely soe••er they may ditrer in everything else, agree
in thi.~, that they exchange their services for volwtblc considerations of one sort or oUter. 11tcir entire subsistence,
in so far at least as they depend on their employment, is deri•·ed from wnges; and they arc as c•~dentlylabourcrs as if they
handled a shuttle or a spade, or held a plough. Even those
to whom ample fortunes ha•·e descended, arc not .exempted
from the necessity of exertion. The duties and obligations
..·hicb properly brini:Ji along with it, are not a little onerous.
'fhe judicious management of a large estate, or other properly, requires much care and circumspection. Without
this, it will probably be wasted or dissipated; nnd, nt all
A
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VAniETU:S OF LABOUR.
VARIETI&S OF J.ABOUR.

events, it cannot be applied to its legitimate ends, of advancing the interests and the honour of its possessors, and
the well-being of their tenants, dependants, and neighbours.
Though the contrary be sometimes affinued, the rich have
little in rommnn with the gods of Epieunt!!
ltllen""" i"
hardly less injurious to them than to the poor. Notwithstanding the infiucnce which justly belongs to rank and
wealth, every one is aware that "It i.~ the hand of the diligent which benrs rule." We may therefore say with P nlcy,
that "Every mnn has his work. The kind of work varies,
and that is all the difference there is. A great deal of labour
exist~ bl'llidc thnt of the hands ; many species of industry
beside bodily operation, requiring equal n&'idu.ity, more
attention, more anxiety. lt is not true, therefore, that
men of elevated stations are exempted from work; it is only
true that there is assigned to them work of a different kind :
whether more ea.'y or more pleasant may be questioned; but
certainly not less wanted, not less essential to the common
good/' I
In the following treatise the term labourers is taken in its
popular and more confined sense. Our investigations refer
to the wages of those only who labour with the hnnd, as
contradistinguished from those who lnbour with the head.
Manual labourers form, however, by far the most numerous
class in all nations, and though ranking lower in public estimation than the others, their functions are of pn.ramount
importance. Our fleets and annies depend on them for recruits; their expenditure furnishes the largest portion of the
public revenue; and their industry and ingenuity supply most
part of tlte com·eniences and enjoyments which raise chiJised man above the sava,.we. An inquiry into the circumstances which determine the wages and condition of those to
1\' hom the other classes are so deeply indebted, and who
at the same time form so large a portion of all societi~
must possess 11 superior degree of interest. It has much
1
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more of a praetical than of a theoretical character. The
vast majority of the labouring classes are very int)lcrfeetly informed .,..jtb respect to the circumstances in question. And
yet it will be seen that these are powerfully inOucnced by,
anq indeed in great measure depend on, themselves. A knowledge of their nature and operation is, therefore, of all thin.,"S
that which is most indispensable to their well-being, and to
that of the communities of which they form so large 11 portion. 'l'ill it be acquired and acted upon, they caunot help
forming unrensonablc and unfounded conclusions in regard to
many important points in the conduct of life; sometimes
doing that from which they ought most carefully to nbstain,
and at other t imes leaving undone that which t hey ought
resolutely to set about; neglecting the good that is dependent
on themselves and within their command for what is dependent on others, contingent, and generally unattainable; suffering themselves to be deceived and misled by impostors pretending to be their friends ; and ascribing those unfavourable
results to defective laws and institutions, and the proceedings
of hostile parties, for which they are themselves solely and
certainly responsible.
The labour or service of man may, like everytlting' el'le
which is bought and sold, va.ry in its price. Those who at
one time exchange a certain quantity of labour, for a certain
quantity, or the value of a certain quantity, of ncc~ries
and conveniences, may, at anotl1er time, exchange it for a
different quantity or value. Our first object will therefore
be, to appreciate the circumstances on which these fluctua.tions depend, and the limits within which they are confined.
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CHAPTER I.
Wagu dcpmd, a' any particular period, on tl~e :t.fag11teude
of the Fund or Capital appropriated to 1M paymnt of
agu, t»mpared unth the nutnbtr of Labourers.

w

TK£ different articles or products belonging to a country that
either nrc, or may be employed to support its inhabitants,
or to facilitate productio.n, have been tem1ed its capital. It
consequently comprises, in advanced countries like England,
an_ all but infi~ite variety of articles, including buildings,
ships and machinery of all sorts, lbe lower animals in a state
of domestication, with food, clothes, &c. But it is unnecessary, in an inquiry of this sort, to refer to capital in general;
for we hnYe only to deal with that portion of it, which em.
braces the various articles intended for "tbc use and accommodation of the labouring class." This portion forms the
fund, out of which their wages are wholly paid. We should
err if we supposed that the capacity of a country to feed and
employ labourers, is to be measured by lbe advantageousness
of its situation, the richne.-s of its soil, or the extent of its
territory. These, undoubtedly, are circumstances of very
great importance, and have a powerful influence in d.ctermining the rate at which a people advance, or may advance, in
,.-ealtb and ch'ilization. But it is obviously not on them,
but on the amount of the capital devoted to the payment
of w~ges, in the possession of a country at any given period,
that 1ts power of supporting and employing labourers entirely depends. Holland is less fertile than Poland or Hun.
gar!, and l.ancashire is less fertile than Kent; but, owing to
thetr greater command of capital, the population of lbe former
is comparatively dense. A fertile soil may be made a means
nf rapidly increasing capital; but that is all. Before that
soil can be cultivated, capital must be provided for the suport of the labourers employed upon it, in like manner as it
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must be provided for the support of those engaged in manufactures, or in any other branch of industry.
It is a necessary consequence of this principle, that the
amount of subsistence foiling to each labourer, or the rate of
wages, depends on the proportion which the whole capital
bears to lbe whole labouring population. If capital be in·
creased, without a corresponding increase taking place in the
population, a larger sbnre of such capital will fall to eocb
individual, or, which is the same thing, the rate of wages
will be increased. And if, on the other band, population be
increased fiiStcr than capital, a less share will be apportioned
to each individual, and tbe rat.c of wages will be reduced.
To illustrate this principle, let us suppose thot the capital
of a country, annually appropriated to the payment of "'ages,
nmounts to L .30,000,000 sterling. lf there were two millions
of labourcn~ in that country, it is evident that the Wll"ell of
. them oil to the same common standard, "would
each, reducmg
be L.lo; and it is further evident that this rate could not be
increased otherwise than by increasing the amount of capital
i1~ a. ::;e~tcr proportion than the number of lnbourers, or by
dmumshing the nun1bcr of labourers in a greater proportion
than the amount of capital. So long as capital and popula.
tion continue to march 11breast, or to increase or diminish in
the same proportion, so long will the rate of wages continue
unaffected. It is only when the proportion of capital to
population varies-when it is increased or diminished, that
wages sustain a corresponding advance or diminution. The
well-being and comfort of lbe lnbouring clas.ws are therefore
immediately dependent on the rcla:ioo which their increase
bears to the increase of the capital ,.·hich i3 to feed and employ them. If they increase faster than capital, their wages
will be reduced; and if they increase slower, they will be
augment~. There are no means whatever by which wag<.'i<
can be raised, other than by accelerating the increase of
capital us compared with population, or by retarding the
increase of population as compared with capital. And c1•ery
,;cheme for raising wages, which is not bottomed on thi¥
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principle, or 11·hich ha.~ not an increase of the ratio of capital
to population for its ultimate object, must be nugatory and
incll'ectual.
\Vages being most commonly either paid or estimated in
money, it may perhaps be thought that their amount will, in
consequence, depend more on the supply of money in circulation in a country, than on the magnitude of its capital. ll
is, howe1·er, all but indilfercnt whether the amount of money
received by labourers ns wages be great or smoll. They will
always receive such a sum as will suffice to put them in possession of the portion of the national capital falling to their
share. And 118 men cannot subsist on coin or paper, where
wages are paid in money, the labourers exchange it for
necessaries and conveniences; ~tnd it i.~ the quantity of these
which the money paid them will buy, rather than tbe money
itself, that is to be considered as really forming their wages.
If the money of Great Britain we.r e reduced a half, tbe rate
of wages, estimated in money, would decline to the same extent. But unless ,;ome change took place at the same time in
the magnitude of that portion of tbe national capital, which
consists of the food, elothcs, and other articles used by the
labourers, they would continue in about tbe same situation.
They would carry fewer pieces of gold and silver to ma.r ket
tlll\n formerly; but these would serve to buy the same qua.n tity of commodities.
Whatever, therefore, may be the state of money wages in
" cotmtry-whether they are l s., 2.q,, or 6s. a.-day-if the
cnpitnl applicable to the payment of wages and the populati.m continue the same, or increase or diminish in the same
11roportion, no real rariation will take place in the rate of
wages. Wages do not really rise, e.'<cept when the proportion
of capital to population is enlarged; and they do not really
fall, except when that proportion is diminished.
But, though the principle now stated be sufficiently obvi-

ow;, several unfounded inferences ha,-e been deduced from it.
·\ nd, to prevent mi.~onccption, it may be rig!Jl to state at the
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QUtset, that the condition or well-being of the labouring dasses
cannot in any case be correetlymeRSUred by, or inferred from.
the wages they receive. It depends to a great extent on tbe
Conduct and habits of the labourers, more especially on the
description and cost of the artieles used by them, and on
their fruga.lity and forethought. The same llmount of wages
that would suffice to maintain a workman who lived principally on com and butcber's-mcat, would probttbly maintain
two or more if they lived principally on potntoes. And,
whatever may be the articles of subsistence used by n people,
they will, it is obvious, be powerfully ttflccted by variations
in their supply and price,' by the skill with which they arc
applied to their respecth·e purposes, and the economy ";tb
which they are used or sM•ed for future ocensions. The expenditure even of the poorest indiriduals is spread, in a count ry like this, over a great variety of articles, some of wbicb
conduce but little, while others are not unfrequently adverse,
to their comfort and respectability. And hence, though the
rate of wages, whether estimated in money or in commodities,
depends wholly on the proportion between capitsl and labour,
the condition of the labourers is not determined by thRt rnte
Mly, but partly by it, and partly nlso, and perhaps prineipally,
by the mode in which they expend their wages, that is, by
their peculiar tastes and habits in regard to ncccssorics, conveniences, and amusements. Every one, indeed, is aware that
work-people with 18s., 20s., and 248. a-week, arc frequently
much better off tha.n others with 28s., 30s., and 36s., per do.,
though the families of tbe former be quite as lnrge as those
of the latter.
The wages and the habits of the labouring elasses are
intimately connected with, and powerfully influence, each
other. Generally speaking, a rise of "'ages, bowc1•er occasioned, tends, as will afterwards be fully shown, to improve
the habits of the population; and improved habits tend
1 A rlso In their price ooing in most CMCo nearly equivalent tu a
corroepondlng fall of wages, and a fa.ll io their tJrlco to a eorre~pondlng r ise of WIIJl'l&.
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equally to mise >Tages; whereas a fall of wages, and the
deterioration of habits which it occasions, have preeiscly
opposite effects.

sufficient accuracy for our purpose, by referring to the progress of population, and the habits of tbe bulk of the people.
It is plain, from t11e staten•ents already made, that the inhabitants of a country, supposing them to have the same, or

Without furll1er Insisting at present on considerations
which will hereafter be resumed, it is plain that the role of
wages in any given country, at any specified period, depends
on the ratio between the portion of its cnpitnl nppropriated
to the payment of wages, and the number of its labourers.
The next object, in the natural order of inquiry, is to discover
whether Cilpital and population usually increase or dimiuish
in the some or in different proportions. This is obviously a
very important inquiry. If capitol have a tendency to advance faster than population, then it is plain that wages must
ha,•e an equal tendency to increase, and the condition of the
labouring classes must, speaking gencrally, become more and
more prosperous. But, on tbe other hand, if population have
a tendency to increase faster than capital, it is equally plain,
nnlcss this tendency be checl:ed by the prudence and forethought of the labourers, that wages will have a constant
tendency to fall; and that consequently, the condition of tbe
lower classes may be expected to become gradually more and
more wretched, until their wages are reduced to the smallest
pittance that will suffice for their support. It is indispensable that principles, pregnant with such important result>~,
should be carefully investigated.

abuut. the same, continu.uu!f command uvcr nt:el'11ari~s aotl

CHAPT ER II.
Comparatit<e lncrtJtJ~ of Capital a11d Population.
IT is not possible to obtain any accurate estimates of tbe
quantities of capital in countries at difiercnt periods; but the
capacity of that capital to feed and employ labourers, and the
rotc of its incre~~.SC, may, notwithstanding, be learned with

conveniences, cannot increllSC without a corresponding increase
of capital. Whenever, therefore, we find the people of a
country inc.reasing, without any, or with but little variation
taking place in their condition, we may conclude that the
capital of the country is increOBing in the snmc, or nearly the
same, proportion. Now, it has been established beyond all
question, that tbe population of several of the States of North
America has, after making due allowance for immigrants,
continued to double, for a century past, in so short a period
as twenty or at most five-and. twenty years. And as neither
the kinds nor the supply of necessaries and conveniences falling to the share of the inhabitants of the United States is
supposed to have been materially affected during the last century, tbe increase of population shows that the Cllpital of the
country bas advanced in a nearly corresponding ratio. But
in old.settled countries, the increase of capital, and consequently of population, is much sloiVer. The population of
Scotland, for example, is supposed to have amounted to
1,265,000 in 1765; and ns it amounted to 2,870,784 in 1861,
it would follo1v, on the principle already stated, that the cnpi.
tal of the country bad required nearly 76 years to double. •
In like manner, the population of England and Wales amounted to 6,039,000 in 1i50, and to li,905,831 in 1861, showing
that tbe population, and therefore the capital, of that country, applicable to the support of man, or the supply of food,
clothes, and other articles necessary for tbe support of human
life, bad about trebled in a century.
The cause of this discrepancy in the rates at wbicl1 capital
nnd population advance in different countrit'S, is to be found
in the circumstance of industry being more productive in
1

It hna more than doobled; for tho condition

beon greatly improved.

or all

clnss•• has
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!lOme thnn in oth ers. Capital consists of the accumulatetl
produce of industry; and wherever, therefore, industry is
most productive, there will also, it may be presumed, be rhe
greatest power to increase capital. This presumption may
no dnuht l>e, nnd frequently is, defeated by the greater weight
of the public burdens in the more productive country, by defective institutions, a feeling of insecurity, or some such
modifying principle. Dut where these do not occur, or where
their influence is not rmfficient to counten•ail the supcrior
productiveness of industry, the means of accumulation will
be comparatively extensh·e. It is obvious, too, that the increase of that portion of capital, '~hich consists of t he food
and other raw products required for the subsistence and tiCcommodation of the labourer, will especially depend on the
productiveness of the soils that are under tillage. Were
agriculture in the same state of advancement in tmy two
countries, and the soils under cultivation twice as fertile in
the one as in the other, it is evident that the power of adding
to its stock of food and other raw materials would also be
twice as great in the more fertile country as in the other.
It is on this principle partly, but more on the facility of
getting land, that we arc able to account for t~c ~troor
dinarily rapid increase of capital and populabon 10 the
United States, and generally in all colonies planted in fertile
and thinly-peopled countries. America llOsscsscs u. vnst extent of fertile and unoccupied territory, which is sold in convenient portions at very low prices. It is not good land, but
labour that is there the desideratum ; and the lnrger a mao's
family: that is, the greater the amount of labour nt his
command, the more prosperous does he become. Hence, in
America, while farming is low, profits are high. But in
Great Britain, and other long-settled und densely-peopled
cotmtries, the state of society is widely tlilfercnt. Here
farming is high and profits low. All our land has been
appropriated for ages; large sun1s ha,·e been expended upon
its improvement ; and it cannot be obtained except at a
igh price. Additional supplies of food are in colll!cquence
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raised with much greater tlifficulty in old than in newly
settled countries. And, catwi6 parWta, their adYance in
wealth and population is comparatively slow. The rate of
wages in such countries may not, aU things lakeD into nceount, diJI'cr very materially. fiut the situation of the labourers in new countries will, notwithstanding, be generally
preferable, inasmuch as they afford greater facilities to industrious individuals of acquiring land, and r aising t hemselves
to a supcrior station.
It waa stated by vvions witneftSCI before a committee of
the House of Commons on the state of agriculture, in 1822,
that the produce obtained from the best lauds under wheat
in England and Wales varied from thirty-six to forty bll8hela
an acre;' while t hat obtained from the inferior lands did
not exceed eight or ten bushels. But in past times, when the
popnlation was scan ty, and tillage wa.q confined to the 1!\ll>erior lands, agriculture waa at a very low ebb; and it may be
doubted whether tbe lands that now yield from forty to 6ij.y
bushels an acre di.d then yield more than from a fourth to a
t hird part of that quantity. T he llOwer to increase supplies
of food is not, therefore, depcndcnt only on the quality of
the soils in cultivation, but partly on that and partly also on
the state of agriculture. In this country, improvements in
the latter have more than countervailed for a lengthened
period the decreasing fertility of the soils l~ which we have
had to resort for additional supplies of food. This has been
most strikingly verified, as every one knows, in the interval
t he.t has elapsed since the conclusion of the An1erican, and
more especially of the late French, war. We now raise much
larger supplies of com, beef, &c., t han we did at the lastmentioned period, notwithstanding prices bave fallen heavily
in the inter val .
In England and the United Ststes, whose inhabitanlaapcak
the same language, and have a very extensive intercourse with
each other, t he arts and sciences cultivated in them both may
• From forty to Ofly bWihels an acre would now be nearer tho
mark.
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be expected to approach near to a n equality. And therefore, if the inferior lands, or those lut taken into cultivation
iu America, po6SeSSCd twice the productive power of t hose
last ta.ken into cultivation in England, it might be supposed
that agricultural industry in the former would be about twice
as productive as in the latter, and t hat the power which each
country ~ of increasing that portion of ita capital
which comists of food, and other farm produce, would be in
about that proportion.
It is found, however, that theoretical conclusions of this
sort are much modified in practice. Agricultural science
may be equal, or nearly equal, in two cow1tries, and yet their
&,""'iculture may be widely different. Scientific knowledge,
which is generally confined to a few, and the application of
that knowledge by the parties engaged in any great department of industry, are totally different things. The former
may be in a very advanced state, while the latter is in its infllDcy. And such is the case with agricultural science and
practice in the United Slates. The theory of agriculture is
there highly advanced, while, speaking generally, the art is
imperfect in the extreme. This is a consequence of the
facility enjoyed by the Americam of acquiring new land,
and of its being more advantageous to cultivate it in the
cheapest manner, than to apply improved processes to the
old lands. Hence it is that extensive tracts of the latter,
after having been cultivated for a while, have been abandoned ; and that., except in a few peculiarly ft\Voured districts, the crops are not nearly so be.avy as might have been
anticipated. This state of things will, of course, change with
the changing circumstances of the country. As it becomes
more difficult to obtain supplies of new land, a better and
more careful system of tillage will be applied to the old land.
Still, however, there can be no doubt that, partly &om
the farmers being the owners of the land which they cultivate, partly from their not being obliged to resort to inferior
soils, and partly from their exemption from tithes, and
the smaller amount of their burdens, industry is ck._
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cidcdly more producti,·e in countries like the United States.
nod generally in those that are newly settled, than in those
that have been long occupied by a comparath•ely dense
population. But in America, as elsewhere, the best lands
will, in the long run, be exhausted; and whenever this is the
Ct1$C, increued supplies of food can only be had by resorting
to sucl1 as are less fertile. This decreasing fertility of the
soil may, ns we have just seen, be countervailed, or more
than countervailed, by improvements in agriculture and the
arts. But wheU1er this be so o.r not., were (>Opulntion as
dense, and tillage as far extended over secondary lands, in
the United States u in England, the probability is, that industry would be no better rewarded there than here, and
that t be progress of both countries in wealth and population
would not be very diJI'erent.
The free importation of com and other articles of food
does not materially affect the pre,'ious statements. Prices
in a country which habitually imports a portion of its supplies, must be higher than in those from which she imports;
and she is thus laid under the same sort of disadvantage,
compared with them, as if she cultivated soils of a less degree of fertility. But the freedom of the com trade gives a
security against this disadvantage ever becoming very considcntble; while it, at the same time, uftord.i the best attainable security agaimt the recurrence of those periods of
scarcity and high prices which arc always producthc of great
public inconvenience and distress.
But while the power of all countries to feed additional
inhabitants is thus progressively diminished, through the
diminished fertility of the soils which they must successively
bring under cullintion, the power possessed by their inhabitants of adding to th.eir numbers, undergoes no sensible
change. The pri.nciple, or instinct, which impels man to
propagate his species, has appeared in all ages ond countries
liO nearly the same, that it may, in the language of matbeDlaliciaus, be comidered as a co1"tane qualltf/y. However
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rapidly the means of subsistence have occasionally been increasing, population has seldom failed to keep pace with.
them. Those who inquire into the past and present state of
the world, will find that the population of all countries is
gcucrally o.<!OOlllmodo.ted to ll>cir moans of subcintonce.
Whenever these have been increased, population has also
been increased, or been better pro,'ided for ; and -..ben they
have been diminished, the population has either been worse
provided for, or has sustained a diminution of number.;, or
both effects have followed.
We ha,·e seen that the population of the United Statos of
America doubles iU;e)f in so short a period as twenty or fiveand-twenty years. An.d if the supplies of food and other articles required for the support of the people were to continue
to increase as fast as they have done, population would mos1.
likely continue to advance in the same proportion fo.r a
lengthened period; or, it might be, until the space req~d
to carry on the operations of industry bad become defioent.
But tbe principle of increase is quite as strong in Yorkshire
or Normandy as it is in Kentucky or Dlinois, and yet it is
plainly impossible that the population of England or .France
can be doubled in so short a period. Owing to the greater
outlay upon the soils we are now cultivating, aud the greater
weight of our tithes, poor-rates, and other ta.xes, the quanti~y
of produce to be divided between the undertakers of work m
Great Britain and their labourers is less, compared with their
numbers, than in America, and both parties have in consequence a less power of providing for the wants of a family.
A number of children is not here, as in the United States or
Australia, a source of wealth. On the contrary, their maintenance occasions an expense, which the poor man, unless he be
at once frugal and industrious, can with difficulty meet. 'fhe
habits of the people have been moulded accordingly. There
is a general feeling that it would be imprudent to enter into
matrimonial connections without having something like a reasonable prospect of being able to maintain the children thab
may be expected to spring £rom them. And marriages are,
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in consequence, \'ery genc.rally deferred to a later period than
io America, and a greater proportion of the population find
it expedient to pass their lives in a state of celibacy. And
it is fortunate thnt this is tbe cru!C; that the good sense of
the people, and their laudable desire to preserve their place
in society, make them control their pa&Sions, and subject them
to prudential considerations. Man c1umot possibly increase
beyond the means provided for his support. And were t~c
tendency of population to increase in countries advanced an
the career of ci,-ilization, and where there is, consequently, a
considerably increased difficulty of providing supplies of food,
not checked by the prevalence of morn! restraint, or the forethought of the people, it would be checked by the prevalence
of want, misery, and famine. There is no alternative. Tbe
population of every country bas the power, supposing food to
be adequately supplied, to go on doubling every 6\·e-andt wcnty years. But as the limited utcnt, and limited fertility
of the soil, render it impossible to go on producing food in
this ratio, it necessarily follows, uuless the passions are modcrttted, and •• proportionnl check gh•en to the increase of populntion, that the standard of human subsistence will be
reduced to the lowest assignable limit, and that famine and
pestilence will be perpetually at work to relieve the poJlulatiou of wretches born only to be starved.

Mr Malthua was probably the first who conclusively showed
tlu\t, speaking generally, the tendency of population is not
merely to keep abrenst with the increase of the means of
~ubsL~tencc, but to exceed it; and the grand object ot his
•• Essay on the Principle of Population," is to point out
the bad effects of a redundnnt poJlulalion, the import,.
nnce of moral restraint, 1md the pcruiciou~ consequences
resulting (rom the bringing of human ~ings into the
world without being able to provide for their subsistence
Now, instead of this doctri.ne being, 11s
1md education.
h ilS been often stated, unfavourable to hwnnn happincllf!,
it would appear that a material change for the better
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-;ould be effected in the condition of society, were ita jusbee generally felt and acknowledged, and a ,;gorous effort
made to give it a practical hearing and real influence. lt is
evident, on the least refteclion, that poverty is the souree of
the greater portion of the ills which afllict humanity; and
there can be no reasonable doubt, that a too rapid increase
of population, by occasioning a redundant supply of labour,
an excessive competition for employment, and low wages, is
the most efficient cause of poverty. It is now too late to
contend tlutt a crowded population is a sure symptom of
national prosperity. The population of the United States
is much less dense than that of Ireland ; but will any
one say that they are less flourishing and happy ? The
truth is, that the prosperity of a nation depends much less
on the number of ita inhabitants th11n on their industry and
intelligence, and their command over necessaries and con,·cnienccs. The earth affords room only, with the existing
means of production, for a certain number of human beings
to be trained to any degree of perfection. And it has been
truly said, that " every real philnnthropist >rould rnthcr
witness the existence of a thousand such beings, than that
of a million of millions of creatures, pres.~ing against the
limits of subsistence, burdensome to themselves, and cont~mptiblc to each other." 'Vl1ercver the number of labourers
continues to increase more rapidly than the fund which has
to support and employ them, their wnges nrc gradually reduced till they reach the lowest possible limit. When placed
under such unfortunate circumstances, they arc entirely cut
off from aU expectation of rising in the world, or of improving
their condition. Their exertions arc neither inspired by hope
nor by ambition. Unable to sa~e, or to acquire a stoke in
society, they ha,·e no inducement to make any unusual cxcrtion.q. In consequence, they become indolent nnd dispirited ;
and, if not pressed by hunger, would be always idle.
It is thll.!l apparent that the ratio ~rhich the progress of
capital beara to the progress of population, is the ph•ot on
which the comfort and well-being of the great bulk of society
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must always tum. If the proportion of capital tu population
be increased, the popula6on will be better pro,•ided for; ifit
continue the same, the condition of the JlOJlulation "·ill undergo no change; and if it be diminished, that conditiou mu
be chnngcd for tbe worse.

The principles we ha,•e thus bricOy endeavoured to elucidttte render it apparent, on a little rcftcction, tlmt the condition of the bulk of e''ery people must uRunlly depend more
on their 0\\'11 contluct than on thnt of their n.lcn<. Not that
we mean by this to insinuate, tbnt the influCllcC of governments over their subjects is not great and rJowcrful, or that
the latter should not be go,•en1ed in the best possible manner. A people who hn,·e the misfortune to be tiUbjccted to
nrbitrory and intoleront rulers, though othcr\\~se possessed
of all the powers and capacities necessary for the production
of wealth, will, from the want. of securi ty nnd freedom, be
most probably sunk in po.-crty and wretcl1edness. But in
countries where property is secure, industry fr~oe, and the
public burdens moderate, the happincs9 or misery of the
l~&bouring classes depends almost wholly on thcmselve;.
Government htts there done for them all that it should, und all
in truth thtlt it can, do. It has given them security and freedom . Out the usc or abuse of these inestimable udvnntn"es
0
is their owu uOitir. They may be either provident or impro,1dcnt, industrious or idle; and being free to choose, they arc
nlonc responsible for the consequences of their choice.
It is, we admit, visionary to expect, as son1c tbcorists bn,•e
done, that the progress of population should ever be exactly adjusted to the increase or diminution of the national capital,
or t~at t~e conduct of the mass of the people should be perceptibly mlluenced by public considerations, or by a regard to
its effects on society at large. The theories of philosophers,
•uul the measures of statesmen and legislators, have reference to the interests and well-being of nntious; but those of
ordinary men embruce a comparatively narrow range. Their
vicwK seldom, indeed, extend el"cu t o the cluss to which they
IJ
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belong. They include only themselves, their families, and
near connections; and they are satisfied if they succeed in
promoting their inLerests, without thinking or caring about
those of the public. LuckHy, however, the two coincide.
The indus try, the frugnlity, nnd the forethought, without
which no individual can either hope to improve his condition,
if he have little or nothing, or to keep his own, and avoid
falling a sacrifice to poverty, if be hn,·e OD)ibing, are '~rtues indispensable to the well-being of indi,·idunls, and consequently
of the community. And it is so ordered, that no sort of combination orro.operatioo is requi red to sceure these advantages.
They are realised to the fullest extent by every one by whom
they ore prnctised; and they can be realised by none else.
rt is fortunate that those principles, a knowledge of which
is of most importance to the interesll! of mankind, lie on tl1c
surfnce, nnd are easily understood, und may be proctised by
all. Every man, if be hnve any rcOcetion, who proposes
entering into a matrimonial engagement, must feel that he is
about to undc.r take a serious responsibility. The wages or
resources which IDllY be able to support himself comfortably,
may be insufticient for the support of two, or three, or fuur
indi,;dunls. And if he ha,·e no provision made beforehand.
and cannot increase his means by grcal.er economy or greaLer
exertion, what can he expect from his marriage but that l1c
should be reduced to comparative poverty, and be forced,
perhaps, to take refuge in n worklJOusc? There is no denying this conclusion ; and a conviction of its truth "ill not tend
to obstruct anyreallydesirablcuuion. Itwill only tend to lessen
the number of those that arc impro,idcntly made, and which
seldom fail to be ruinous alike to the parties and to the public.
It is not unusual, indeed, for those who have brought
themselves into difficulties by their improvidence or mi~con
duct., to throw the blame on the govcn~ment or the institutions of the country in which they live. But a prel.ence
of this sort cannot in1posc on any person possessed of the
smallest discernment. It is the merest dehu,;on to imagine
that it is in tl1e power of any administration to protect
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those from suffering and degradation who d.o not exercise a
reasonable degree of industry and forethought. And though
it were in its power, its interference in their behalf would be
inconsistent with the most obvious dictates of justice and
common sense. 'l'hc lazy, the unskilful, and the impro,•idenL
workman, whether he belong to Australia or China, England or Russia, will always be poor and miserable. No
man can devolve on government, or on others, any portion
of that self-responsibility which at once dignifies and C011Stitutes an essential pa.r t of human nature. They are not the
friends, but the worst enemies of the poo.r, who seek to conceal or dis,wuisc this great truth; and who endca,•our to make
it be believed that it is possible, by dint of legislation, to provide for the welfare of those who will not usc the means
which Providence bns given tbcm of maintaining thcmKclvcs
in their present position, or of rising to a higher. Such
persons are to the poor what a treacherous guide is to a
traveller in a strange country. They lead them from the only
path that can conduct to comfort and respectability, to one
which is sure to terminate in disnppointment and dis,"nlce.

Tt will, we presu.mc, be universally admitted, that practi.
cnlly it is impossible to increase the supplies of food ami
other articles necessary for the support of a family, so
rapidly in Great Britain and France as they mny be, and in
fnct are, increased in the United States and Australia. But
how can those who admit this proposition deny its inevitable
I!OliSC(jUence, that were ou.r people to marry as early and
univcn;ally as the Americans and Australians, we should
have, first a great increase of poverty, and then of mortality?
It is true that capital, or the means of supporting o.nd employing labour, will, supposing other th.ings equal, increase
most under a just and liberal government. But experience
sufficiently proves, that the power which men possess of increasing their numbers, is sufficicnlly strong to make population keep pace with the progress of capital, in nations possessed of boundless tracts of fertile and unoccupied land, and
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of 1he most liberal institutions. And as this power docs not
Ouctuate with the Ouctuating circumstances of society, but
remains constant, it evidently follo•s, that if it be not controlled by the : ood sense and prudence of indhiduat~ it
must necessarily in the end sink the inhabitants of denselypeopled countries into the most helpless and abject po~erty.
Tbe influence of the different rates at 11·hicb capital and
JIOpulation increase in different countries over the condition
of their inhabitants, may be set in a striking light by referring to the instances of Ireland and Oreal Britain. No one
dnubt.s that the capital of the former has increased consi<lerllbly during the lost fifty or a hundred ye.ars, though, when we
compare the slow growth of the towns and manufactures, the
fewnes.~ of the public works, and the scanty improvements
elfected on the laud in Irclaud, during that period, with lhe
comparatively rapid growth of the toWDll and manufactures,
and the prodigious extension of all sorts of improvements, in
Orc11t Britain, it is apparent that the increase of capital must.
hue been, at least. four or five times as great in the intervo1
in this in the sister kingdom. But the increase of population
in the two countries, previously to 1840, was nearly in the inverse rntio of the increase of their capital, or of their means
of supporting and employing labour. Thus, it appears that
tlw population of Oreal Britain, which amow1tcd to about
1.000,000 iniHO, bad incrcas<.'ll to abo,•e 18,000,000 in 1840,
bein"
., an increase in the interval of rnther more than 255 per
cent.; whereas the population of Ireland, which amounted to
about :!,000,000 in 1HO, bad increased to above 8,000,000 in
18-10.-being an increase of no less than 400 per Ctllt ., or.of
~~ ~ per cent. more than in Britain, notwithstanding the ''astly
greater increase of capital in the latter I
\\"e shall not at present stop to inquire into the causes'
which led to this extraordinary disparity in the increase of
population in the two great divisions of the empire, compared wilh tl1e increase of their capitals. But it is ob\>lous

a.,

• Sec theoe cnu~s speci6cd in tho StallsUcol Account of the
1ritish Empire, Vol. 1., pp. 438-Ho.

that its excessive au,"Dlentation in [reland has been the immediate cause of the want of demand for the labour of the
Irish people, and of their abject poverty. !lad population
increased less rapidly, fewer individuals would hne been
seeking for employment, their wages would COOS<.'qucntly han'
been higher, and their situation so far improved. And
such being the cause of the evil, it is plnin that, without its
being obviated or mitigated, and without the numbers of the
Jrish people becoming more commcnsumte with the funds for
their support, nothing could be more futile than to expect
that their wages should be increased, or their condition I><'
aensibly changed for the better. It is obvious, too, thnt any
people whose numbers continue for any very considerable period
to increase faster than the means of pro,·iding for their comfortable subsistence, must eventually sink to the SBme
low condition as the people of Ireland. And this increase
cnnnot fail to take place in all old settled countries in which
the standard of living is not sufficiently elevated, or in which
the principle of au,...uenlation is not po~rerfully countervailed
by the operation of moral restraint, or of a proper degree of
prudence and forethought in the formation of matrimonial
engagements.
During the last hnlf-dozen years, Ireland hllll been subjected to n terrible ordeal. The ravages of fnminc and disci\Se, occa.~ioned by the potato rot of 1846-46 and 1846-4!,
combined with the efforts of the h1tHllords to clear thm
estates, and the greatly increased emigrations to this country
and the United States, have bad an astonishing effect UJ><!n
the population, which fell off between 111-11, or rather 18-IS,
and 1851, from 8,175,124 to 6,615,794. l t would be idle to
indulge in conjectures in regnrd to the consequences of this
~ruddeu and unprecedented decline of population, but we
would fain hope that they may be beneficial; and that, like
the fire of London in 1666, the French Revolution of 1789,
and other dreadful eatostrophes and convulsions, it may,
tl1ough di~tressing in the meantime, be productive of great
ultimate good. The establishment of a compulsory proYision
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for the support of t be poor, is a formidable obstacle to population again increasing as rapidly as it did from 1 iiO down
to 18~0. But, on the other band, the continued dependt'nre
of the population on the potato, and the confidence placed by
th•m on it fnr trupport, not..-ithstAntling it• mRny .-~•nt fAilures, ue very unfa,•ourable symptoms. Whatever may be thcir
Situation in other respects, a people depending upon so uncertain and worthless a resource, cannot be otherwise thon
poor and nliseroble.
The pnramount iruport1111ce of the increase of population
being subordinate to that of capital, being thus evident, it
may be inquired whether government may not assist in
bringing about this result? But bow desirable soever, this
i.~ a matter in wlticb legislation can do but lillie. Where
government bas secured the property and the rights of indi'~duals, and bas given that freedom to industry which is
essential, it bas done nearly all it can do to promote the increase of capital. If it interfere in industrious undertakings,
its proceedings will be productive only of il\iury. The reliance of individuals on their own efl'orts, and their desire to
ad,·ancc themselves, arc the o.nly principles on which any dependence can be safely placed. When government enga ges
in any dCI>artn)ent of industry, it is obliged, innsnmch as it
bas no means of its own, to obtain t he necessary funcls fTom
its subjects, uither by loans or taxes. ll is plnin, therefore,
that its interference adds nothing whatever to the capital
of the oountry. At best, it merely substitutes one sort o f
superintendence for another, a salaried officer with but
little, if any, interest in the success of the undertaking, for
the unwearied vigilance of an individual trading on b.ia own
account, and dependent, perhaps, for his subsistence o n
the issue of his labours. To suppose)bat undertakings
carried on by such different agencies should be equally
prosperoUB, is to suppose what is evidently contradictory and
absurd. '!'his is a matter in regard to which there is no
longer any difl'crence of opinion. It is now uni\'ersally
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acknowledged, that e'·ery branch of indu.~try that may be
carried on by pri,·ate parties, will be more successfully and
economically prosecuted by them than by the servants of
government; and that any adnntage that may ~m to arise
in any particular case, from employing the latter, wiU be
found on examination to be altogether illusory. By interfering in production, government is sure, in so fur 08 the influence of its measures extends, to weaken the industry and
enterprise of its subjects, occasioning at one and the same
time n misapplication ood waste of capital, and n diminution
of its produce.
It ill nugatory, therefore, to expect any advantageous rclllllts from the efl'orts of govemmcnt directly to increase
capital or the demand for labour. It may, howe,·cr, exercise
a con.•iderable indirect influence o,·cr its increase, by rclic'Wg
industry from oppressive burdens and ~.hackles, by negotiating
with forcign powers for the removal of impedimcnts to trade,
and by endeavouring, in short, to give greater facilities to
production. But beyond this, its interference will be productive of mischief rather than of good. And, if it attempt
to set up national workshops for the employment of the
poor, it \1~11 increase the poverty it seeks to relieve, disturb
nil the usual cham1els of industry, and become 11 potent in~trument of evil.
It runy, perhaps, be asked, though government be thus incapable of contributing to incrcasc wogcH by increasing
capital, may it no! effect the same end by promoting emigraliou, and relieving the market of the SUI']>lus hands thrown
upon it? This question should, we think, be answered in
the affirmative. A ,.ery e:<tensh·e ' ·oluntary emigration has
been going on for a lengthened period from Oreal Britain,
with great advantage to tbe emigrants thcmsch·es, though,
we incline to think, with comparoti,·cly little advantage to
this country. Voluntary cm\,"l'ants do not often consist of
the parties who might be most advantageously spared; and
thcir emigration rather tends to facilitate the introduction
into t heir place of an inferior race, thon to improve the con.
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clition of the class. But were government to assistlandlord8
and pllrishl'S in relie••ing their c;,tates, or the funds at their
di.,posal, of the burden of paupers, taking sccwity that the
\'Ueuum made by their removal should not be ngain filled up,
the country would be pennanently benefited by the measure.
And we would fain hope tllat something of this sort may be
done. h might not, perhaps, have so great an clfeci as mnny
unticipnte; ~111 iiccould hardly fllil to imtlrovc in some con•idernblc degree, the condition of the poor.
'l'hc cxtrnordinary, and indeed nnpamllelcd, cmigmtion
thot hns been going on for the last three or four years from
lrelnnd, nnd which still continues, bas given ri.~c in some
quarters to an npprel1ensioo of its being cnrrietl to an excess,
and of the country being deprived of an adequate supply of
labour. But we ore disposed to regard this apprehension as
being in a great degree ,;sionnry. Previously to 1846,
labour in Ireland was a mere drug. Low as wages wc.rc, the
peasantry ,.·ere not half employed. Even at litis moment
(October 1851}, the tolmS are S\\1U'IIling with people dri••en
from the country for whom there is no dcn1nnd : and till
they have pretty generally disappeared, there can be nothing
like nn exccs.q of cmi1,rration. Ireland is not, in fuel., a count~y
which, were it~ social economy in a sound sultc, would have
o lurgc t>opulntion. 1'he want of coal renders her unsuitable
to most descriptions of manutacturcs. And the humidity of
her climate, while it makes her ill suited for the gro\l'lh of
most varieties of com, renden; her admirnbly well fitted for
pastoml purposes. Her herbage is, perhaps, the finest and
most luxuriant in Europe. And under the free commcrcio.l
system which is now being established, the presumption is, that
the land of Ireland will be found to be much more producth·ely employed in grazing than in tillage. This, at all
events, is the comoiction of some of those best acquainted
with the circumstances, and best qualified to fonn 11 sound
opinion upon then1. And supposing it to be realised, population may yet be greatly reduced, not only without any
1\iury, but with grcnt ad••antnge to her future well-being.

But without farther speculating on such contingent and
uncertain events, it is true. and should ne,·cr be forgotten,
that legislation, when most successful, merely improves, to a
greater or less e:rtent., the condition of the labourers generally.
It does nothing peculiar for individuals. It leaves them
where they should and mu't always be left, to depend on their
own conduct and exertions: to be comfortable, if they prnctisc thrift. and industry; and wretched, if they indulge in
waste and idleness.

•
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CHAPTER III.
.\'o.tural or N~ary Rate of W agu, dijftrtnt in di.fft •·tnt
Cotmlrin and P/!riod$. Dtpt:nd• on tho Quantity a nrl
Sp«iu of th~ Articlu required for the Support of the
l-a!Jo11rtr11. h.ftue>JU of Fl~tuo.tiona i11 tl~ Rate of Wage.
over tl1c Cum/it ion of~~~ LahourtrtJ.
JT has been seen, in the preceding chapter, that the mnrket
or current rate of wages in any country, 11t nny given period,
depends on the magnitude of that portion of its cnpital which is npproprinted to the payment of wages, eomJlflfed with the number of its labourers. And it bas also
been seen, that in the event of the lnb<luring population
being increllSed more rapidly tbnn cnpital, tbc rate of wages
is inevitnbly reduced. But there are limits, however difficult
it may be to specify t.hem, to the extent to which a reduction of wages can be carried. T he cost of producing
labour, like that of producing other articles, must be paid
by the purchasers. The rnce of labourers would become
altogether extinct, did they not obtain a sufficient quantity of food, and of the other articles required for their sup.
port, and that of their families. This is the lowest amount
to which the rate of wages can be ~rmancntly reduced; and
it is for this reason that it has been called tbe natural or n

_,~
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cusa.r!J rate of wages. The morket or current rate of wages
may sink to the level of this rate, but it is impossible it can
continue below it. The labourer's ability to maintain himself, and to rear fresh labourers, does not, as already shown,
depend on the mOIIC.)' he receives"" wages, IJul on the supply
of food and otlter articles required for his support for which
that money will exchange. 'fhe natural or necessary rate of
wages must, therefore, be determined by the cost of the food,
clothes, &c., which form t he maintenance of the labourers.'
It will be high where that food consists prineipaUy of expensive
articles, such aa buteher'a.meat and wheaten bread; lower,
where less animal food is consumed, and an inferior species of
grain, sue.'l as oats, is used in making bread ; and lower still,
where animal food is wholly, or aU but wholly, disused, and
the place of bread is supplied with potatoes, turnips, ami
such like vegetables. 'fhe rate of necessary wages will also,
it is evident, depend a good deal on other circumstances, on tbe
superior and inferior lodging and clothing, nod gc.nerally on
the habits and customs of the poor. But, how high soever
the price of necessary articles may rise, the labourers must
always receive a supply of these equivalent for their support. If
they did not obtain this much, they would be left destitute; and
disease and death would continue to thin the po11ulation, until
the reduced numbers bore t!uch n proportion to tltc nntioual
capital as enabled them to obtain the means of subsistence.
The opinion of those who contend, that the rate of wages
is in no degree inftuenced by the cost of the articles consumed by the la bourers, has obviol18ly originated in their
confounding the principles which determine the current
or market rate of wages, with those which determine their
natural or necessary rate. Nothing can be more true, than
1

Humboldt stateo, that min~nl in Saxony are paid at the rate of

18 •ob a day; wbe...,.. Lho.e who aro eniJIIoycd at the snme oort of
work in the mines ot Choco, ln Ptru, are p:Ud Aix or sen~n times as
much. l na..mueh, howC\'eJ', u the food and ot.ber uticles consumed
by the latu!r, CXCt'Cd Lhe price Of tl10ie C0115UIIIed by ti\O fonner, in
'bout the same proportion as their money wages, the)' are not really
• any beuer condition.
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that the mArket rnte of wages, at any given moment, is exclusi,•cly determined by the proportion between capital and
population. But in every inquiry of this nature, we should
not only refer to particular points of time, but also to periods
of av<•Y.lfle duration; and if we do thia, we abnll immediately
perceive that the a~•gt rate of wages does not depend
whoUy on this proportion. The present price of shoes, to
take a parallel case, is plainly dependent on the extent of
their supply, compared with the demand of those who h&'l'e
the me&DB of purchasing them. But were this price less than
tbe sum required to produce them, and bring them to
market, they would cease to be s upplied. And such is the
ease with labourers. They neither will, nor in fact can, be
brought to market, unless the rate of wages be such as
may suffice to bring them up and maintain them. From
whatever point of the political compass we may se~ out,
the cos~ of producti.on is the grand principle to which we
must always come at last. 'l'bis cost determines the natural or nccc!IS!Iry rate of wagl'll, just as it determines the
average price of shoell, hats, or anything else. However low
the demand for labour mny be reduced, still, if tbe price of
the articles required for the maintenance of the labourer be
increased, the naturnl or necessary ra~e of wages must be increased also. Let us suppose, in illustration of this principle,
that owing to a scarcity, the price of the quartem loaf rises to
5s. In this case it is plain, inasmuch as the same number of
labourers would be seeking for employment after the rise as
before, and aa a rise in the price of bread, occasioned by a
scarcity, could not increase the demand for labour, tbat wages
would not be increased. The labourers would, in consequence,
be forced to economise, and the rise of price would have the
beneficial effect of lessening the COillluruption of food, and of
distributing t he pressure equaUy throughout the year. But
suppose that, instead of being occasioned by the accidental
occurrence of a scarcity, the rise bas been occasioned by an
increased difficulty of production, and that it will be permanent, the question is, will the money wages of labour
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continue at their former elevation, or will they rise? Now,
in this case it may be easily sholfD, that they must rise.
For it is abundantly ob,;ous, that the comforts of all classes
of labourers would be greatly impaired by the rise in the price
Of broo.d; and tbOGO who provioueJy to its b.kiug placO had
only enough to subsist upon, would now be reduced to a state
of destitution, or rather of aU but o.bsolute famine. Under
such circumstances, an increase of mortality could hardly fail
to take place; while the greater difficulty of providing subsist-ence, would cb.eek the formation of matrimonial connections,
and the increase of population. By these means, therefore,
either the amount of tbe population, or the ratio of its increase, or buth, would be dinlini.sbed. And this diminution,
by lessening the number of labourers, and increasing tbc
proportion of capital to population, would enable t hem to
obtain higher wages.
The statements now made are not advanced on any arbi trary or supposed grounds, but have been deduced from,
and arc consistent with, the most comprehensive experience. Those who examine the registers of births, marriages, and deaths, kept in all large and populous cities, will
find that there is invariably a diminution of the former, and
an increase of the latter, whenever the price of com or of the
principal necessaries of life, sustains any material nd••ance.
" It will be observed," snys Mr Milne, in his valuable "Treatise
on Annuities," in reference to the prices of wheat in England,
"that any material reduction in the price of wheat is almost
always accompanied by an increase both of the marriages and
births, and by a decrease in tbe number of burials; consequently by an increase in the excess of the births abo••e the
deaths. Also, that any material rise in the price is generaUy
attended by a corresponding decrea.~e in the marriages and
births, and by an increase in the burials; therefore, by a decreMe in the excess of the births above the deatbs. T hus it
appears, that an inerea.<;e in the quantity of food, or in the
facility with which t.he labouring elasses can obtain it, acceerates the progress of the population, both by augmenting
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the number of births, and din•inishing the rate of mortality;
and thnt a scarcitv of food retards the increase of the people,
by producing in both ways opposite effects." And in proof
of tbe correctness of tllis statement, MJ" Milne gives, among
many others to the same ctlect, the following account of the
nwuher of births and deaths within the London bills of mortality in 1796, 1800, and 1802.
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-)I. Messance, the author of a valuable work on the population of FI1Uice ('• Recherches sur Ia Population,") has coUected
a great deal of information on the same subject. Be shows
that those years in which com has sold at the highest price,
have also been those in wbicl• mortality was !,'TCatcst and dis.
case most prevalent; and that those, on the contrary, in
which com has been chenpcst, have been the healthiest and
least mortal. In 17H, for examp.le, when the price of wheat
at P aris was 11 li\TCS 1 6 sols the septier, t he number of
deaths amounted to 16,206; and in 1763, when the price of
,..heat wa.s 20 livrcs 3 sols, the deaths amounted to :!1,716.
l n the four years of the grttJIUt mortality at Paris-in t.he
interval between 1743 and 1763-the average price of the
seplier of wheat was 19 livres 1 sol, and the average annual
number of deaths 20,80G; and in the jour years of the lta$t
mortality during the SlllllC interval, the a verage price of the
septier was 14 livres 18 sols, and the average annual number
of deaths 16,669.

• Treallse on Annuities, ~ol. ii., pp. :J00.4CY.l.
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But it is needless to travel for evidence of what bas now
been stated, beyond the ''aluable reports of the present Registrar-General, George Graham, Esq. Owing to the differtnt
circumstances under which the population was placed in 1842
lltld 1114fi, in e<>n""'lttPnr.e nf the fall in the price nf com., and
the greater demand for labour, the marriages in the latter exceeded those in the former year by no fewer than 60,000.'
It may here, perhaps, be proper to mention, that it l1as
been long observed that the tendency of wages is not to rise,
but rather to fllll, in unusually dear years. Several of the
witnesses examined before Committees of the Houses of
Lords and Commons, on the state of agriculture in 1814,
endeavoured to prove, by comparing wages with the prices of
com and other necessaries, that there was really no such
connection between the two as bas been supposed ; and that,
instead of varying in the same way, wages were generally
lowest in years when the price of com was highest. But it
is not difficult to explain the causes of this apparent anon1aly.
The truth is, that the number of labourers, which is never
immediately reduced, is, in most cases, immediately increased
by a rise of prices. In dear years, a greater number of females, and of poor children of both sexes, art obliged to engage in some species of employment; while the labourers
hired by the piece endeavour, by increasing the qunnt.ity of
their work, to obtain the means of purchasing their usual
supply of food. It is natur~tl, therefore, that the immediate
effect of a rise of prices should be to lower, not to raise,
wages. But we should fall into the greatest imaginable
error if we supposed that, because this is the immediate,
it is also the permanent effect of such rise. It is obvious,
indeed, that the fall of wages which is thus occasioned, and
the grtatcr exertions which the rise of prices fortes labourers
to make, must tend, as well by lessening their supplies of
food as by adding to the severity of their labour, to incrtase
' he rate of mortality, and eonsequenlly, by diminishing their
I
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numbers, to hasten that rise of wages which will certainly
take place if prices continue high.
In endeavouring to show t hat the market rate of 'fl'llges
cannot be permanently reduced below tbo IUllOuut required

to supply the labourers with necessaries, it is not meant to
represent the !alter as fixed and unvarying. If a given quantity of certain articles were absolutely necessary to enable·
labourers to subsist and continue their race, then it is clear
no lasting deduction could be made from that quantity. But
such is not the case. By tbe natural or necessary rate of
wages, is meant only, in the words of Dr Smith, guch a rate
as will enable the labourer to obtain, "not only the commodities that arc indispensably necessary for the support of life,
but whatever the custom of the country renden it indecent
for creditable people, even of the lowest order, to be without." It is plain, as well from this definition as from the
prtvious statements, that thert neither is nor can be any absolute standard of natural or necessary wages. H is impos.
sible to say what articles are indispe:osable for the support of
the lower orders; for they depend essentially on the physical
circumstances under which eve.r y people is placed, and on
custom and habit. DiJI'crcnces of climnte, for example, by
giving rise to very different physical Wllllls in the inhabitants
of different countries, necessarily occ~~aion corresponding va.
riatio08 in the necessary rate of wages. Labourers in cold
climates, who must be warmly clad, and whose cottages most
be built of solid materials and heated with fires, could not
subsist on the wages that suffice to supply all the wants of
those who inhabit mort genial clinlates, where clothing, lodging, and firt, are of inferior importance. Humboldt mentions, that there is a diJI'erence of nearly a tllird in the cost
of his maintenance, and consequently in the necessary wages,
of a lnbourtr , in the bot and temperate districta of Mexico.
The food, too, of labourers in diJI'ertnt and distant conn.
trie11 varies extremely. In some it is both expensive and
obundaot, compared to what it is in othen. In England, for
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example, the lower clnsses principally live on wheaten bread
and butc:her's.meat, in Ireland on potatoes, and in China
and Hindostan on rice. ln many provinces of Ftanee and
Spain an allowance of wine is considered indispensable. In
Eng lnnd th~ IRhonring clll$8 en tertain nenrly the same opinion
with respect to porter, beer, and cider; whereas the Chinese
and llindoos drink only water. The peasantry of Ireland
lh·c in miserable mud cabins, without either a "~ndow or a
chimney, or anything that cnn be called furniture; while in
Eoglnnd the collages of the peasantry have gl~ ,.;ndows
and chimneys, are well furnished, and are as much d1,;.in.
guisbed for their neatness, cleanliness, and comfort., as those
oftbe Irish for their filth and misery. These differences in their
manner of Jiving occasion equal ditrerenees in th~ir wages; so
that, while the average price of a day's labour in England may
be taken at from !!Od. to 2s., it cannot be taken at more than
7d. in Ireland, and 3d. in Hindostan. The habits of the
people of the same countries, and the standard by which the
natural rate of wages in them bas been regulated at ditTereot
periods h11ve not been less fluctuating and various. The enstomMy mode of living of the English ru~d Scoltish labourers of
the presentdayisaswidelydiflcrent &om Ibat of their anccstora
in the rci!!llS ofEii7;abeth, James l.,and Ch11rles 1., as it is &om
the mod; of Jiving of the labourera of Frnnce or Spain. The
stand11rd by which the necessary nlttl of wages Wl\8 formerly
regulated has been raised ; there has been a greater prevalence of moral restraint; the proportion of capital to population has been increased; and the poor have learned to
form more elevated opinions respecting the amount of necessaries and conveniences required for their subsistence.
But it is not necessary to travel beyond the confines of
Enghmd to be satisfied of tl1c gre11t extent to w~i~h the rate
of wages is dependent on the food and condibon of the
labourers. At present {1861) the wages of common field
labour in Yorkshire and most part.s of the north and east.
of England may be reckoned at about 14s. a week, wbereus
in Dorset, Somerset, and other south-western counties.

it is little, if anything, more than half that nmount. This
compar11ti vc lowness of their wages is at once ll consequence
and a cause of the depressed condition of the peasantry in
the counties referred to. Their greater dependence on the
potato, by enabling them to subsist and increase their
numbers on a tess expensive food, has reduced their wages;
and this reduction, by encroaching on their other comfort!~,
bas depressed their condition still lower.
The natural or necessary rate of wages is not, therefore,
fixed and un••arying. And though it be true thnt the m11rket
rate of wages can ne•·cr sink permanently below its contemporary natural rate, it is no less tnae that thiB natural rate
lms a tendency to rise when the murket rate rises, and to filii
when it fullil. 'l'he reason is, th~t the supply of labourers in
the market can neither be speedily increased ••hen wage~~
rise, nor speedily diminished when they fall. When wages
r ise, n period of eighteen o~; twenty years must plainly elapse
before the increased stimulus which the rise gives to the
principle of population can be felt in the market. Durin;:
all this period, therefore, the labourcra ha•·e an increased
command over necessuries nnd conveniences. 'fheir bu bits
are in consequence improved. And as they learn to form
more exalted notions of whM is required for their comfort..
able and decent support, the notural or neccgary rate of
wages is g radually augmented. But, on the other band, when
wages fall, either in 1:onsequenc:e of a duninution of capital,
or of a d isproponionate increa.'W: of population, no corresponding dintinution can immediately take place in the number of labo urers, unless they have previoW<Iy been subsisting
on the smallest quantity of the cheopest species of food required to support mere animal exihtence. If the labourers
have not been placed ..o very near the extreme limit of wbsistence, their numben1 will not be immediately r educed when
\l•ages fall by an increase of mortality; but they will be
gradaally r educed, partly, as a!read1 E~o'lrll, in that 1n7, and
partly by a dim~bed number of m&ITLII.ges a nd binhs. And •
in most countries, unless tbe fall were both sudden and ~
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tensi,·e, it would require some yean w make the effect& of
increased mortality, in diminishing the supply of labour in
the market, be very sensibly felt; while the foree of habit,
and the universal ignorance of the people with respect to the
eirewnotaneeo which detennine the rate of wag.,, might prevent any effectual cheek being given to matrimonial connec .
Lions, and consequently to the rate at which fresh labourers
had been coming into market, until the misery occasioned
by the restricted demand for labour on the one band, and the
undiminished supply on the other, had been generally and
widely felt.
lt is tl1is circumstance- the impossibility which usually
obtains of speedily adjusting the supply of labour proportionally w ''&nations in the rate of wages-that gives w these
variations the peculiar and powerful inlluence they exert over
the condition of the labouring classes. If tbe supply of
labour were suddenly increased when wages rise, that rise
would be of no advantage w the existing labouren. I t
would increase their number; but it would not enable them
to rise in the scale of society, or to acquire a greater command over nloeessaries and conveniences. And on the other
hand, if the supply of labourers were suddenly diminished
when wngel! fall, that fall would merely lessen their number
without having nny tendency to degrade the habits or th e
condition of th06<l that survived. But, in the vast majority
of instances, before a rise of wages can be cow1tervailed by
the increased number of labourers it may be supposed w be
the means of bringing into the market, time is afforded for
the fonnation of those new and improved tastes and habits,
which arc not the hasty product of a day, a month, or a year.
but the late result of a long series of continuous impressions.
Afkr these tastes have been acquired, population will advance
in a slower ratio, as compared with cnpital, than formerly ;
and the labourers will be disposed rather to Mfer the period
of marriage, t han by entering on it prematurely to depr esa
their own condition und t hat of their cbild.ren. But if the
11nbcr of labourers cannot suddenly increiiSe when wage s
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rise, neither can it suddenly diminish when they fall. A fall
of wages bas therefore a precisely opposite effect, and is, in
most cases, aa injurious to the labourer as their rise is beneficial. Jn whatever way""'!:"" may be restored to their former level after they have fallen, whether it be by a decrease
in the nwnber of marriages, or an increase in the nwnber of
deaths, or both, it is never, except in the rare cases already
mentioned, suddc.n ly effected. It must, generally spcnking,
require a conside.r able time before it can be brought about;
and hence an extreme risk arises lest the tastes and habits
of the labourers, and their opinion res)l(.oeting what is necessary for their subsistence, should be lowered in the intervaL When wages are considerably reduced. the poor are
obliged to economise. or to submit to live on a smaller
quantity of necessaries and conveniences, and tb011e probably,
too, of an inferior species than they had previously been
accustomed to. And the danger is, t hat the coarse and scanty
fare which bas thus been, in the first instance, forced on them
by necessity, should in time become congenial from habit.
Should this unfortunately be the case, the condition of the
poor would be permanently depressed; and no principle would
be len in operation, that could elevate wages w their former
level. Under tbe circwnstancel! supposed, the cost of raising
nod supporting labourers would be reduced; and it is by thiN
cost that the current rate of wages m\ISt in the end be determined. A people, for example, wbo have been accustomed to
live chiefly on wheat, may, from a scarcity of th&t grain, or a
fall in the rate of wages, be foreed w have recourse to oata, or
even potaWes, and in the event of their becoming satiilied with
either, the standard ofw~ among them, will be pennanently
reduced; and instead of being, as formerly, mainly determined
by the price of wheat, it will, in time to come, be mainly determined by the p.rice of oats or potaWes. This lowering of
the opinions of the labouring class with respect w tbe mode
in which they ought to live, is perhaps the most serious of all
t he evils that can befall them. "If," says Mr Laing, "the
English labourers, instead of considering wheaten bread Md
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meat nece$S!lry for thcir proper sustenance, were to be cootent with potatoes and salt herrings, the increase of pauperism amongst them would be in proportion to the diminished
value of their food. and the ease of obtaining it. Tbe man
who now thinks himself ill..otf without the finest bread, would
then think himself entitled to marry if he could earn potatoes for himself and a family. Our pauper population would
thus increase with frightful rapidity." 1 Let a population once become contented with a lower description of
food, and an inferior standard of comfort, and they may
bid a long adieu to anything better. And every reduction
in the rate of wages, which is not of a transient description,
contributes to bring about this undesirable result, unless its
debasing inftuence be defeated by greater industry and economy, and an incrcasecl prevalence of moral restraint..

CH'A.PT ER IV.
'

DiJadvanll:lge of low wagu, a11d 11f ltaviii!Jihe l<.Wou•·ers Ju...
hituallg fed Oil IJte clteaput #JMCiu of food. Advan1119e of
!tiglt wages.
T it£ opinion, that a low rate of wages is advantageous, ha s
frequently been advocated; but 1vc 1trc firmly persuaded that
there is none more completely destitute of foundation. II
the condition of the labouren be depressed, the prosperit y o f
the other classes can rest on no solid foundation. T hey
al ..·ays form the great bulk of every society; and wher ever thcir wages arc low, they must, of necessity, live on
coarse and scanty fare. Men placed under such circum stances are without any sufficient motive to be industrious,
and, instead of activity and enterprise, we hue sloth, ignor anc.:, and improvidence. The examples of such indi,-iduo.ls,
I

Tnl\'tla in Norwa1, e:~p. 1.

or bodies of individuals, as submit quietly to have their wages
reduced, and who arc content if they get only mere necessaries, should never be held up for public imitation. On the
contrary, everything should be done to make such apathy
be esteemed d.incrcdit~blc. T bc best intercst.s of oociety require that the rnte of Wllges should be elevated as high as
possibl-tbat a taste for comforts and enjoyment.s should
be widely diffused, and, if possible, engral\ed into the
national character. A low rate of wages, by rendering it
impossible for increased exertions to obtain any considerable
increase of comforts and enjoyments, clfectually binders such
exertions from being made; and is of all others the most
powerful cause of that idleness and apathy that contents itself
with what can barely continue animal existence.
Ireland furnishes a striking example of the disastrous effects resulting from the depr essed condition of the labouring classes. The natural or Dece$S!lry rate of wages is
there detem1ined by the lowest standard. Having no taste
for conveniences or luxuries, the lrish peasantry are satis.
fled if they have turf hovels for their habitations, rags for
their raiment, and potatoes for t heir food. But as the potato
is raised at less expense than any other variety of food
hitherto cultivated in Europe, and as wages, where it fom>s
nearly the sole subsistence of the labourers, nre chiefly detemlined by its cost, it is evident that those who depend ou
it must be reduced to a state of almost irremediable distress,
whenever it happens to be deficient. When the standard of
wages is high-when wheat and beef, for example, form t he
principal food of the labourer, and porter and beer the principal part of his drink, he can bear to retrench. Such a
mao has room to fall. In a period of scarcity be can resort
to cheaper ''llrieties of food-to barley, oats, rice, maize, and
potatoes. But he who is habitually and constantly fed on
the c:heapest species of food, has nothing to resort to when
deprived of it. You may take from an Englishman, but you
cannot take from an lrislm1an. The latter is already so lo..-
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that he can fall no lower. He is placed on the very verge of
existence. His wages, being regulated by the cost of pot.a.toes, will not buy him wheat, or harley, or oats. Whenever,
therefore, potatoes fail, it is next to impossible he should
escape falling a sacrifice to famine.
The history of the scarcities that so frequently occur in Ireland, affords many illustrations of the accuracy of the statements now made. Owing, for example, to the failure of the
potato crop of 1821, the bulk of the peasantry of Clare, Lime.
rick, and other counties bordering on the Shannon, were reduced to aatate of almost absolute destitution, and had nothing
but a miserable mixture consisting of a little oatmeal, nettles,
·and water-cesses, to subsist upon. In some instan~s, the
potatoes, after being planted, were dug up and eaten ; and, in
consequence of the insufficiency and bad quality of food, disease became exceedingly p.revalent, and typhus fever, in ita
most malignant form, carried its destrUctive ravages into
every comer of the country. The price of potatoes rose in
Limerick, in the course of a few weeks, from about 2d. to Sd.
and 7d. per stone, while the price of com sustained no material elevation, none, at least, to prevent its being sent to the
then overloaded markets of Englmd.
But it is unnecessary to go back to 1821 for nn example of
this sort. Notwithstanding the all but total failure of the potato crop of 1846 in all parts of Ireland, and the consequent
destitution of the peasantry, there was no very considerable
falling off in the exports of com, and other articles of provision, to England, till the contributions of government and of
the British public, we.r e applied to purchase supplies for the
people. And it is indeed obvious, that to whatever extremity
the lrish peasantry may be reduced, they cannot relieve themselves by purchasing com. Had wheat, harley, or oats
formed the principal part of their food, com would have been
poured into Ireland, in the same way that it ill poured into
England, as soon as it was known that the crop was materinlly
eficicnt. But a population 1rlricb is habitually dependent
•be potato, having their wages regulated accordingly, can-
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not buy com, or any higher priced article. In periods of
scarcity men cannot go from a low to a high level; they
must always go from a lrigber to a lower. But to the Irish
this is impossible. They ba'· e already reached the lowest point
in the descending sea.le; and dearth is to them attended with
all the horrors of famine.
It is, therefore, quite essential to the protection of the
J>COple from famine, in seasons when the crops happen to be
deficient, that they should not subsist principally on the
cheapest species of food. They may usc it in limited qu~ttt
tities, and M a subsidiary and subordinate article; but if
they once adopt it for the principal part of their diet, their
wagea will be proportionally reduced; and whenever a period
of deficient supply occurs, they will be left without any re-

source.
Besides its inBuenee in depressing wages, the potato,
coMidcred as an article of subsistence, bas sundry defects
peculiu to itself, which deserve the most careful attention.
In the first place, owing to th.e greater quantity of food
raised on a. given extent of land under potatoes than if it
"ere under corn or in pasture, the population of potato.
feeding countries is, CQJ$ms paribtll, comparatively dense,
and they have, consequently, on a scarcity occurring, to den!
with a proportionally greater amount of destitution. In the
second place, it is a defect peeuliar to the potato, or affecting
it in a much greater degree than most other articles, that
tbc surplus produce of plentiful years cannot be stored up,
or kept as a reserve stock, to meet the deficiencies of bad
years, but that practically the subsistence of each year is
measured by the produce of that year. Probably, however,
the uncertainty of its produce and its bulk, and the conse.
qucnt cost and dilliculty of its conveyance, are the principal
drawbacks on tbe use of the potato. Its yield varies extremely in different years, being very large in some, while in
otbe.n it is next to nothing; and owing to the bulkiness of
the article, it is practically impossible materially to alle,•iate
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the suffering occasioned by a failure of the crop in one
country by importations from others. In 1846, for example,
all the n&IJ' of England would have been incapable of importing potatoes, supposing they could ha1•e been got, sufficient to me<!t the falling ofF in the oupply in lrcllllld. lienee
it is, that those "ho principally depend on this precarious
resource are almost entirely shut out &om all participation
in the benevolent arrangement made by P rovidence for
equalising the variations in the harvest. of particular countries by means of oommerce. 'fhey have, as it were, isolated
themselves, and being made to depend in a great degree on
their own limited resources, are infinit~ly more liable to the
chances of famine.
It is of as much importance to the peace and good order
of society, as to the comfort and happiness of individuals,
that wages should be maintained at a high elevation. 'fbe
higher the notions entertained by the labouring classes of
what is neces.."ftry for their support, and the greater the
number nnd the intensity of their artificial wants, the more
secure is their position. When a revulsion takes place in
any great departn1ent of industry, or when the crops fail,
work-people who have been in the enjo.rmeot of a oonsiderable. amount of luxuries, can, by parting with them, still
obtam a sufficient supply of necessaries. But those who are
divested of all artificial wants, who neither drink ale nor use
tobaeoo, who care neither for comfortable clothes nor comfortable lodgings, and who are satisfied if they have as many
potatoes as ~<ill sulllce for their support and that of their
families, can make no retrenchments. Such people cannot
pan with what is oonvenient to obtAin what is necessary.
Their subRistcnce having been reduced to a minimum, fa.m ine
must unavoidably follow any reduction of ita quantity.
"!e .'lo not, however, .m:nn by anything now stated, to say,
or ms1nuate, that artilietal wants, however different, are
"'ually ad~antageous. Some of t hem, such as the prevalent
¢e for gtn and tobacco, especially the former, cannot be
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too much regretted. Intemperance is the bane, the leading
vice, of the lower classes of Ibis oountry. They are impoverished by the loss of tl1e immense sums lavished on this
miserable gratification, nt the same time that indulgence in
it leads to idleness and crime, unde.nnines the oonstitution,
and brings on wretchedness and premature old age. Nothing,
therefore, would be so likely to be advantageous to the labouring class as the substitution of some other and less
exceptionable taste, such as the desire to have better houses
and furniture, better clothes, or better food, for the taste for
gin and tobacco. But, bad as the latter is, still it is better
than none. Were the labouring class to relinquish the taste
for gin and tohaeeo, without substituting some one else or
equal potency in its stead, their wages would be reduced accordingly. And when a period of distress came they would
be still less able tlum at present to retrench, to abandon
supcrfluitieR or luxuries, that they might acquire necessaries.
And if they had nothing on which to fall back when there
was a want of employment, or the crop hap(l('ned to be deticient, what would then be the fi1tc of t he richer clrlllll of
citizens, if there were any such in the oountry? It is a just
observation of Lord Baoon, that" Of aU rdltllmu tllou of tht1
bell!! ar~ t!te wont." Is it possible for human beings without
food to be quiet, orderly, nnd to respect the rights of othcl'll:
Is it to be supposed, t11at those who have nothing will submit
to be starved without previously attempting to seize on the
pro(l('rty of others? Whatever may be said to the contrary,
fnmine and the virtues of patience and resignation are not on
very oompanionable terms. Much, unquestionably, of the
crime and bloodshed with which lreland bas been dis,"'l'8ced
and deluged, must be tn1ccd to former oppression and the
cbaracte.r of her people. But much also has been owing to
the recklessness a nd despair occasioned by their abject
poverty, and to their habitual de(l('ndence on t he potato.
The right of property will never be res(l('cted by those who
are destitute of all propcrty, and whose wages are totally incompetent to afl'ord them the means of acquiring it. Such
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pen;ons are disposed to regard it rather as a bulwark thrown
up to secure the interests of a few favourites of fortune, than
as being essential to the public welfare. It is in those countries only where labour is well rewarded, and where the mass
of the pcoplo aro so sitUAted that they may'"'"" some portion
of their earnings, and acquire a stalce in the kd!le, that they
become interested in the support of the great fundamental
principles necessary to the existence of society. T hese they
otherwise regard either with indifference or nversion, and
attack them on the slightest provocntion.
It bns been contended by Arthur Yow1g, Franklin, nnd
many other philosophers, of whose benevolence and zeal in
the cause of humanity no doubt can be entertained, and to
whose opinions on most subjects great deference is due, that
high wages, instead of encouraging industry, become a fruitful source of idleness and llissipation. It is indeed a rommon
allegation, that if the poor can earn as much in three or four
days as will support them during the week, they will absent
themselves for the remainder of it from their employment,
and indulge in all manner of excesses. Nothing, however,
can be more incorrect than to apply such representations
to the poor generally. I n every country and situation of
life, numbers of individuals will no doubt be always found ·
who are careless of the future, and intent only on present
enjoyment; nnd where wages are low, and cmpl9yment is
subject to much fluctuation, the impro1>idcnt class becomes
comparatively large. But unless the population be at once
exceedingly poor, and their ideas of what is necessary for
their proper support exceedingly degraded, the principle of
ac.:wnulation always predominates in aggregate bodies over
the passion for expeuse. Wherever wages arc so low, as to
render it impossible for an ordinary increase of exertion to
make any material addition to the comforts and conven.i cnces
of the labourers, they invariably sink into a state of idleness,
' nd of sluggish and stupid indifference. But the desire to
;e in the world, and to improve our condition, is too deeply
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seated in the human breast ever to be wholly eradicated.
And as soon as labour is rendered more productive, as soon
as an increase of industry brings along with it a proportional
increase of comforts and enjoyment&, indolence gives place to
exertion; a taste for c:onYeuieuce~~ and t:lljo1uaent.s gradaall1
cllifuscs itself; increased exertions are made to obtain them ;
and ultinJatcly the workman considers it discreditable to be
without them.
"The liberal reward of labour,n says Adam Smith, "113 it
encourages the propagation, so it increases the industry, of the
common people. Tl1e wages of labour are the encouragement of industry, which, like every other human quality,
improves in proportion to the encouragement it receives. A
plentiful subsistence increases the bodily strength of the
labourer; and the comfortable hope of bettering his condition,
and of ending his days perhaps in ease and plenty, animates
him to exert that strength to the utmost. Where wages arc
high, accordingly, we shall always find the wo.r kmen more
active, diligent, and expeditious, than where they are low;
in England, for example, than in Scotland; in tl1e neighbourhood of great towns than in remote country places. Some
workmen, indeed, when they can eam in four days what will
maintain them through the week, will lie idle the other three.
This, however, is by no means the case with the b'I'Cater
part. Workmen, on the contrary, when they are liberally
paid by the piece, are very apt to overwork themselves, and
to ruin t heir health and constitution in a. few years. A carpenter in London, and in some other places, is not supposed
to last in his utmost vigour above eight years. Something
of the same kind happens in many other trades, in which
the workmen arc paid by the piece; as they generally are in
manufiu:turcs, and even in country labour, wherever wages
1\rc higher than ordinary. Almost every class of artificers is
subject to some peculiar infirmity, occaaioned by excessive
applicntion to their peculiar species of work. Ramazzini,
an eminent Italian physician, h:l.'l written a p!\l'tieular book
concerning such diseases. We do not reckon our soldiers
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the most industrious set of people among us: Yet "'ben
soldien; have been employed in some particular sorts of work,
and liberally paid by the piece, their officers have frequently
been obliged to stipulate with the undertaker, that they
should not be alloll'ed to earn abo,·e a certain sum every day.
according to tbe rate at which tbey were paid. Till this
stipulation was made, mutual emulation, and the desire of
greater gain, frequently prompted them to overwork themselves, and to hurt their health by excessive labour. Excessive application during four days of the week, is frequently
the real cause of the idleness of the other three, so much and
~o loudly complained of. Great labour, either of mind or
body, continued for several days together, is in most me.n
naturally followed by a great desire of relaxation, which, if
not restrained by force, or by some strong necessity, is almost
irresistible. It is the call of nature, which rcqwres to be
relie,•ed b1 some indulgence, sometimes of only, but
sometimes too of dissipation and diversion. If it is not complied with, the consequences are often dangerous an4 somelimes fatal, and such as almost always sooner or later bring
on the peculiar infirmity of the trade. If masters would
always listen to the dictates of reason and humanity, they
have frequently occasion rather to moderate than to animate
the application of man1 of their workmen. lt will be found,
I believe, in every sort of trade, that the man who works so
moderately as to be able to wo.r k constantly, not only preserves his health the longest, bot, in the course of the year,
executes the greatest quantity of work ." 1
If an increase of wages ever discourages industry, it must
be tbe industr1 of those who ha,·e pre•>iously been straining
every nerve to obtain mere subsistence, or the foreed industry
of the indolent and tbe dissolute. And even to produce this
effect on them, t he increase must be sudden and transitory,
not gradual and permanent. We are wllrranted in affirming,
that a steadily high rate of wages never has had, and never
1

Wealth of Nations, p. 37.
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will have, any such effect. It is nugatory to pretend, that if
labourers be capable of earning, by an ordinary degree of application, more than is sufficient for their dece.n t support, they
alone, of all the various ranks and onlers of the commoDity,
will waste the surplus in riot and debauchery. Tbey bave
the same common sense, they are actuated b1 the same passions, feelings, and principles as other men. And being
so, it is clear they will not generally be guilty of such inconsiderate conduct. But, l<! lay aside reasoning, and appeal
to facts, does not the slateofindustry in countries where wages
are low, compared with its state in those where they arc high,
prove all that has now been said? l:favc the low wages of
the Irish, the Poles. and the Rindoos, made thcru industrious?
or tbc Mgh wages of the Americans, the ~nglish, and the
Hollanders, made them lazy, riotous, and pronigate? Just the
contrary. The former are notoriousl1 and proverbially indolent, whereas the latter are laborious, active, and enterprising. Tbe experience of all ages and nations, proves that
liberal wages are tbe keenest spur to assiduous exertion.
\VlJerever they arc high, workmen have not only a considerable command over necessaries and conveniCJJccs, but also a
considerable power of accumulation. And though the number
of those who culpably neglect, partly from one cnJL~e and
partly from another, to avail themselves of the means in their
power to ncqwre something like a security agninst want,
may in a populous country like this, be very llll'ge, still it
would be most in.nccurate to say that such is generally the
ease with the poor, or that they arc insensible to, or incapable of appreciating, the blessings of independence. This,
we admit, is the case with far too many; but it is not the
case with the majority. And we would fain hope, that as
sounder opinions on such subjects become mo.re and more
dift'used, and vicious habits bring along with them a greater
share of the public contempt, this mojority will increase.
'fhe most inconsiderate, however, as well as the most considerate individuals, are alive to the advantoge of high
woges. Though they o-pend them diffc.rcntly, they are
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equally accept.ablc to them both. Wbere,·er they obt.ain,
every man feels that be derives a tangible advantage &om
the right of private property, and that otbe.rwise he should
not be able peaceably to enjoy the fruits of his industry;
and he con.sequenlly becomes inlerellted in its support, and
in the support of the public tranquillity. It is not when
wages are high and p.rovisions abundant, but when they
are low, and the harvest less productive th11n usual, that
the manufacturing and thickly-peopled districts are disturbed
by popular clamours and commotions.
It was said of
old, N ihil lcetiw; ost populo &nnano saturo. And this is not
the case in Rome or Brit.ain only, but in aU countries. Dans

till some circumstance occurs to impro•·e their condition,
either by dircet.ly increasing the demand for labour, or by
awakening them to a sense of the foU1 and t urpitude of their
conduct, that they begin to look forward to the results of their
actions.
It may perhaps be urged that these statements must be fallacious; for happiness, we are told, does not depend on a man's
being supplied with various and costly articles, o.r on his ac.
commodation being superior, but on his being on a level with
those around him. And it is said that an Irishman, plentifully supplied with pot.atoes, is quite as contented, and bas as
keen a relish of life, as a L ondon workman, who must have
bread, beef, ond porter. But, though this may be true, it is
little to the purpose. An American Indian, who bas just
killed a buffalo, bas less care perhaps, and a more intense
feeling of enjoym.e nt, than the richest merchant of New York.
But are wc,,on that account, to set. the savage on the same
level as the civilised man ? or poverty on the san1e level as
wealth? H may be all very well so long as the Irishman has
his potatoes, and the Indian his buffaloes. But what is their
condition when these happen to fail? They have no resource,
nothing else upon which to retreat. And the famine that, under
.such circumstances, sweeps off whole tribes of Indians, would
make equal ravages among the Irish, were it not mitigated or
warded off by contributions raised by others.
Nothing, therefore, we repeat it again, can be so disad,·antagcous to any people, as a permanent depression in the rate
of wages, or a decline in the opinions of the labouring class,
respecting tbe articles necessary for tbe.i r subsistence. No
country can be ftourishing where wages are low; &nd none
e&n be long depressed where they are high. The labo=
are the then and sinews of industry. Their numbers are
not estimated, like those of the other classes, by bun.dreds,
by thousands, or even by hundreds of thousands, but by
miUio111! It is by them that our machiner1 is constructed
and kept in motion; that our agriculture, manufactures, and
commerce, are successfully carried on; and that we have

aucu1!<! ltilltoiro, Qt' m reoontre Ul!<! seule trail qui prouve que
l'aisance du peu~ par le traLoail a nui d ""' obti11011ce. 1
In fact there cannot be a doubt, notwitbst.andiog aU that has
been said and written to the contrary, that high wages
are the m06t eft'cetual means of promoting indwrtry and
frugality among the labouring class, and of attaching them
to the institutions under which they live; while thr1 have
the farther advantage, if properly husbanded, of insuring a
comfortable subsistence and good education to youth, and of
preventing old nge and sickness from being driven to seek un
uylum in workhouses and hospitals.
Poverty, like vice, is never so little feared ft8 it is by those
who are already entangled in its meshes. It is n familiar
observation, that the lower we descend in the scale of society,
the nearer we come to the haunts of vice, poverty, and wretch.
cdness, the more ia recklessness found to prevail. But, though
the circumstance be of much greater importance, it is not so
often remarked, that this very recklessness is at once the most
efficient cause, and the most common result, of the wretchedness so much and so justly deplored. Abstinence is ~~S~ally
least practised by those to whom it is most essential. An
""Ugnorant and an impoverished population eagerly grasp, like
·-e lower animols, at immediate gratifications. And it is not
1 Forbonoala,

RuM>-chuiUr l<1 FiJoancu, 'fume I. I' 100.
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been enabled easily to support burdens that could hardly
have been supported by any other p«>ple.• Everything,
then, that may have the slightest tendency to depress their
condition, or to sink them in the social scale, should be
moot particularly guarded against. Those wbo feed and
clothe all the rest, should themselves be well fed and well
clothed. They are the foundation of the social pyramid ;
and so long ftJl the standard of wages continues high, this
foundation will be solid and secure ; for so long ,..;u the
labourers be industrious and orderly. But if this stsnd11rd
be permanently reduced, if the labourers be once bro11ght to
place their principal dependence on the cheapest food, 11od t~
rest satisfied with mere necessaries, the want of suflieient
motives to exertion will infallibly render them idle and dissipated. The spirit of industry by which they arc now so
eminently distinguished, will emporate ; and with it the
prosperity and tranquillity of Britain!

in all ordinary cases, dil'ided among the labourers. It is
true, that when wages are increased, profits are at the same
time most commonly reduced. But it does not, t herefore,
follow that capitalists would be placed in a really preferable
situation were nges to fall and profil8 to rise. The rate of
11rofit, how important soe•·er, is not the only thing to which
they have to look. Security and tranquillity nrc st ill m?re
indispe.nsable than ltigh profits lo the succe~sful prosecutton
of indu.striol18 undertakings. And these ftre rarely found
where wages are low, and the m MS of the people immer>~cd
in poverty and destitution. Wherever this is the cnse, the
poor arc deterred by nothing, &al'e the fcnr of the law, from
engaging in all sorts of dangerol18 projects ; and nrc tL!ways
ready to listen to those who tell them that their unhappy condition is a consequence of misgovernment, and of the selfish.
ness of their employers. Under such unfortunate circumstsnees, industry and enterprise are paralysed, and the
condition of the capitalists is, if anything, worse than thAt of
the labourClll.
lienee, while it is impossible for the employers of labour
artificially to reduce tbe rate of wages, it is further ob,oious
that such reduction, could it be effected, would rarely, if ever,
be for their advantage ; for unless wages wcrc previonsly at
an wtUHunlly high cle••ation, it would necessarily be followed
by n diminution of tbat security which is so essential to their
interests. The conduct of those who prcten<l to wish for the
improvement of the poor, and who at the samctime complain
of high wages, is in fact contradictory, and must be ascribed
to hypocrisy or folly, or both- the fo'rme.r beeause an increase
of wages is the only, or at all el'cnts tbc most effectual and
ready means by which the condition of the poor can be really
improved, and the latter beeausc bigh wages are incomparably the best defence of the estates and mansions of the rich.
Paley says, " It is in the choice of every man of rank and
pro perty to become the benefactor or the scourge, the guardian or the tyrant, the example or the corrupter oft be virtue,
of !tis servants, his tenants, his neighbourhood; to be the

These ststemcntssufticienUy show, that it is aa much for the
interest of all governments, with a view to thcir own seenrity,
as it is their duty with a view to the happiness of thcir subjects, to do all in their power to improve the con<lition of the
labouring classes, by ndopting such wise and liberal measures
1\8 may be most fnvqurable to the increase of capitol, and as
may contribute mnst tQ elevate the opinions of the labourers,
and the standard of wages. It 11-ill be found, too, on laking
an enlarged view of the subject, that the real and permtm cnt
interest of the capitalists, or employ= of labour, should
point out to them the propriety of their adopting a similnr
course. ..U first sight, it does indeed appear as if their interests were opposed to those of the labourers; but such is
not really the case. The interests of bot h arc at bottOUl
identical; and it has been already seen that all t he wealth of
the country applicable to the payment of wages iB unifonnly,
• A g.eot mony l.llxcs bm·e been reduced and TellCalcd 8lnco tho
pea«"; and sevcfal
the coutiueut.al stat.cs are now hea,•ler taxed

i.hau tbill.
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author to them of peace or contention, ofsobriety or dissoluteThis statement is more applicable to parties living in the country than to those who life
in towns, or who carry on large manufacturing establishments,
the masters of which can know lit lie or oothing of the workpeople in their employ, except what they may learn of
their conduct in t he mill or factory. But it is, notritbstanding, in a greater or less degree, applicable to all nrielies
of employers; their l'\'5pcctive situations imposing on them
corresponding obligations and responsibilities. Those who neglect the means of benefiting their inferiors, whleh Providence
has placed within their command, are culpable in more ways
than one. I t would not, indeed, be easy to overrate the good
Lhat might e•·entuaUy be accomplished were masters, who
have the opportunity, generally to bestow some little attention on the character and conduct of those in their service;
to a.'ISist them in establishing schools and useful libraries;
and to satisfy them that those who distinguish themselves by
the superior condition of their dwcllings ami families, their
greater deposits in the savings' bauk, &c., will not be overlooked or forgotten. In doing this, they would contribute to
raise the chamctcr of the labouring class, and to strengthen
the foundations of the public peace and prosperity.
Much bas latterly been suitl, and with great justice, in
regard to the b~neficial effects that could bartlly fail t<'l
follow from an improvement in the dwellings of the poor.
ln towns, wb~re the injurious influence of the o•·cr-erowded,
ill ventilated, and filthy habitations of the lower classes is
especially evid~nt, a good deal might probably be cfl'ceted b y
judicious police regulations in regard to the building and occupation of inferior houses. And in the country, where cottages are often of a very miserable description, the landlords
might. with a little attention and outlay, effect the greatest
improvements. llcsides the various benefits that it would
confer on the cot tiers, there are few things that would redound
nes'l, of comfort or distress." '
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so much to the tredit of the owners of estates, or add so much
to the beauty of the latter, as having them studded with
neat. clean, and comfortable cottages.'
But though the conduct of government and of the wealthier

classes, as regards the poor, were all that could be d.esired,
still its direet influence over individuals must necessarily be
confined to a comparatively small number of cases, while its
indirect influence over the mass is usuaUy feeble and but
slowly manifested. What others can do for them is, in truth,
but a.s the small dust. of the balance compaTCd rith what
they may do for themselves. The aituation of most men not
born to aftluence, is alwa111 in great measure dependent on
their own exertions. And this is most especially true of the
labouring classes, the great majority of whom can owe
nothing to patronage or favour. Jn~ustry, frugality, and
forethought. are their only friend~. But, happily, they are
aU-powerful. And how unpromising soever their situation,
those who avail themselves of their willing assistance, are
never disappointed, but secure in the end their own comfort
and that of their families. Those, on the contrary, who
neglect their aid, though otherwise placed under the most
favourable circumstances, inevitably sink into a state of
misery. The contrast between a weU cultivated field and
one that is neglected and overrun with thorns and brombles,
is not greater than the contrast between the condition of
the diligent and slothful, the careful and the wasteful
l11bourers. The cottages of the former are clean, neat, and
comfortable, their children well clothed and weU instructed;
whereas Lite cottages of the latter are slattcruly and uncomfortable, being ofl.cn little better than pig-styes, and their
children in rags and ignorant. No increase of wages can be
of any permanent advantage to the one class, while the
smallest increase conducca to the well-being of the other.
• The Duke of Bedford, and 110me otlter noblemen Md gentlemen,

' Work&, V. 97, edlliou 1810.

have done tltemsel~es much honour by lhe improYr.menl& lhey
effec\ed io lhe coWigea on lheir eti&W..
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Vigilando, ogendo, beru COfi!Ukndo, protpert omnia cedum.
But on the other band, ubi MJCOrdia! te aJqUe ignavim tradi·
tkrU, tlcqtlicquanui~• imploru; iratiinfuti~ .vnt. "lf,"
says Barrow, "wit or wisdom be the bead, if honesty be the

point offlU:t, however, tl1e intensity of the labour in dilferent
~mploymcnts, the degree of skill and training required to

heart, Industry is the right band of every vocation ; without
which the shrewdest insigh t and best intention c;n execute
nothing." (Second Sermon on Industry.)

C HAPTER V.
DiffCJV!tliRatu of Wogea inDifferentEtnplOJffMTIU-CircutnltarJCU on tJJhich tl•eu

Diffirerwu rkpetld.

b the previous chapten of this T reatise, we have endeavoured
to investigate the circumstances which determine wages in
general. But e'•ery one is aware, that while their ordinary
rate in some employments does not perhaps eneed h., 2s.,
or 3s. a.day, it may at the same time amo110t to 4s., 68., 6s.
or upwards in others. The consideration of the circumstances
which occasion this inequality, will form the subject of this
cbapter.
Were all employments equally agreeable and healthy, the
labour to be performed in each of the aame intensity, and did
they all require the aame degree of dexterity and skill on the
part of the labourer, it is evident, supposing industry to be
quite free, that there could be no permanent or considerable
difference in the wages paid to those engaged in them. For
if, ou the one band, the work-people engaged in a particular
business earned mo,., than their neighbours, the latter would
gradWlllyleave t heir employments; to engage in it, until their
influ.~ had reduced wages to their common level ; and if, on
the other hand, those employed in a particular business
earned lu1 than their neighbours, there would be an efllux of
bands from it, until, by their diminution, t he wages of those
' bo remained had been raised to the common level.
In

eury them on, their healthiness, and t be estimation in which
they are held, dilfer exeei!din:;ly ; and these varying circumstances n~'SS&rily occasion proportional ditrerences in the
wages of those engaged in them. Wages are a compensation
paid to the labourer for the exertion of his physical powen;,
skill, and ingenuity. They, therefore, vary 1\ccording to
the severity of the labour to be pcrfonned, nnd to the skill
and ingenuity required. A jeweller or engmver, for exllmplc,
must be prud higher wages than a common farm-servant or
day.Jnb~urer. A long course of tmining is necessary to instruct a man in the business ofjewelling and cngrllving; and
if the cost of this training were not made up to him by a
higher rate of
instead of learning so difficult an art,
l1e would addict himself, in preference, to such employments;
M hardly require any instruction.
Hence the discrepancies
that actually obtain in the rate of wages ar~ confined
within certain limits-increasing or diminishing it only in
so far as may be necessary fully to equalise the IIDfa.
vournblc or favourable circumstances attending nny employ.
ment
The following have been stated by Smith as the principal
circumstances which occnsion the rate of wages in some em·
ployments, to fall below, and in others to rise abore, the aV<:rugc rate of wages :-

,.ages,

ht. The agreeableness or disagreeableness of the employments.
2d. The easiness or cheapness, or the difficulty and expense,
of learning them.
3<1. T he constancy or inconstancy of the employments.
4th. The small or great tn!St that must be re)losed in those
who carry them on.
lith. The probability or improbability of succeeding in them.

Ji'int. The ag1·eeahle11U1 of an employment may arise either
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&om physical or moral causes-&om the lightness of the 1~
bour, its healthiness or cleanliness, the degree of estimation
in which it is held, &c. ; and its disagreeabl~ess arises &om
th.e opposite cimunstaoces--from the severity of the labour,
its unhealt hiness or dirtiness, the degree of odium attached
to it, &c. The rate of wages must obviously vary with the
variations of circumstances exerting so powerful an influence 01•er the labourers. It is not to be supposed that any
individual should be so blind to h.is own interests as to
engage or continue in an occupation considered as mean
and disreputable, or IYhere the labour is severe, if l1e obtain
only the same rate of wages that may be obtained by engaging in employments in hij:-her estimation, and where the
labour is comparatively light. The labour of the ploughman
is not unhealthy, nor is it either irksome or disagreeable; but
being more severe than that of the shepherd, it is uniformly
better rewarded. This principle holds universally. Gildc.rs, type-founders, smiths, distillers, and all who carry on unhealthy, disagNeable, and dangerous businesses, invariably
obtain a higher rate of wages than those artificers who ha1·ing
equal skill are engaged in more desirable occupations. The
unfavourable opinion entertained respecting some businesses,
has a similar effect on "'ages as if the labour to be performed
in t hem were unusually unhealthy or severe. The trade of a.
butcher, for exnmple, is generally looked upon as lo" and discreditable, and this feeling occasions such a disinclination on
the part of young men to e.o ter it, as can only be 01•ercome
by t he high wages which butchers are said to cam, not"-itbst&nding the lightness of their labour. This &!so is the reason
why the keeper of a small inn or tavern, who is never master
of his own bouse, and who is exposed to the brutality of every
drunkard, exercises on e of the most profitable of the common
trades. The contrary circumst&nces have contrary elfeets.
Hunting &nd fishing form, in an advanced stage of society,
among the most agreeable amusements of the rich. But from
their being held in this degree of estimation, and from th e
lightness of their labour, those who practise them as a trade
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generally receive very small wages, and are pro••crbi&lly poor.

The agreeableness and healthiness of their employments,
r&the,r than the lightness of their labour, or tbe little skill
which they require, seem to be the principal cause of t he r edundant numbers, and consequent low wages, of the workmen
employed in ordinary field labour.
Tl1e grinding of knives, razors, and other cutting instruments, is a very deleterious trade. T he minute particles of
steel thrown off from the metal in the process of grinding
llo~t in the atmosphere, and being taken into the lungs, oceasion consumptions and other diseases of the respiratory system. Various contrivances htLve been suggested to obviate
this result, but hitherto with no very marked success; and the
mortality in this class of work-people continues to be very high.
Their w&ges are in consequen.ce considerably &bove the common level. But they are not so high as might have been anticipated from the extreme risk attending the business. A.nd
it is & curious fact, attested, we believe, by universal experi·
ence, that great danger leads rather to recklessness than to
any systematic efforts to lessen or obviate the risk. Dissipa.tion and cxe<:ss of all kinds are never so prevalent as in cities
subject to the plague. And the grindera arc said to be, notwithstanding their high wages, the most depressed, dissipated,
nnd reckles.~ of the Sheffidd workmen.' These, however,
though they be the common, are not the universal characteristics of the class ; and those workmen wbo arc sober, a nd
who use the necessary precautions, are comparatively comfortable and long-lived.
~lining, tbough it cannot be e&lled an unhealthy employment, is extremely disa.,<>reeable, dirty, and dangerous. And
it is really surprising that individuals should be found who
&re ready, without stipulating for any •ery extraordinary
wages, to pass their time in working in coal and other mines;
generally in a crouching posture; and sometimes, when t he
beds &re narrow, lying on their sides, exposed all the willie to
I
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the imminent risk of being blown to pieces. The recklessness
of most miners, or their insensibility to danger, is indeed
quite extraordinary. !llany of them object to use the Davy
lamp, because, though it lessens danger, it at the same time
lessens light. And as they will not themsel~es take the necessary precautions, it might perhaps be expedient to interest
their masters in their obsen·ancc, by making them liable for
the support of the widows and orphan children of the miners
who lose their li,•es by explosions.
The quicksilver mines of Almaden, in Spain, some of the
processes in which n.re extremely unhealthy, were fo.r merly
wrought by convicts ; but this plan bas been abandoned, and
they arc now wrought by labourers hired for the purpose.
The latter, however, do not continue in the mines during the
entire year . They leave them for some months in the summl'r and autumn, wh.en they are most unhealthy; and, by
means of this precaution, their health is comparatively well
preserved.
The severe discipline, the various hardships to which common soldiers are exposed, and the little chance they ha,·c of
arriving at a higher statioo, are unfa,•ourable circumstance:J,
which, it might be supposed, would require a high rate of
wages to counterbalance. It is found, however, that there
nrc few common tratles in which labourers can be procured
for such low WllgCS a.s those for which recn1its nrc willing to
enlist in the army. Nor is it difficult to discover the causes
of this apparent anomaly. Except when actually engaged
in warlike operations, a soldier is comparatively idle; while
his free, dis8ipated, a.nd generally adventurous life, the splendour of his unifom•, the imposing spectacle of military parades
and evolutions, and the martial music by wh.ich they arc accompanied, exert a most seducti"e inJiuence o\·er the young nnd
inconsiderate. The dangers and pri,'lltions of campaigns nre
undervalued, while the chances of ad,•ancemcnt nrc proportionally exaggerated in Uu!ir sanguine and heated imaginlltions. " Without regarding the danger," says Smith,
"soldier$ arc never obtained so easily as at the beginning of
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a new war; and though they have scarce any chance of prefc.rment, they figure to themsehes, in their youthful fancies,
a thousand occasions of acquiring honour and distinction
which never occur. These romantic hopes make the whole
price of their blood. Their pay is less than that of conunon
labou.rcrs, and in actual service their fatigues are much
greater."
It is obse.rved by Dr Smith, that the chances of succeeding
in the sea service are greater than in the army. "Tl1e son
of 11 crcditt1ble lt1bourer or artificer may frequently go tn sea
"~th his f1tihcr's consent; but if be enlists as 11 ~oldier, it is
always without it. Other people sec some chance of his
mttking something by the one trade: nobody but himself sees
any of his making anything by the othc.r ." But the allurements to enlist in the army arc, notwithstanding, found to be
much greater than those which prompt young men to enter
the navy. Tb.e life of a sailor is perb.aps more adventurous
than t bat of a soldier; but be has no regular uniform ; his
employment is comparatively dirty and disagreeable; his
labour more se''ere; and while at sen, be suJfers a species of
imprisonm~nt, and cannot, like the soldier, excite either the
envy or admirntion of others. In consequence, the wages of
Reamen nlmost invariably exceed those of soldiers; and there
is n g reater difficulty of obtaining recruits at the breaking
out of a war.
In Englnnd, the dissd••antages and drawbncks naturally
incident to a seafaring life, have been considerably increased
by the practice of impressment. The violence and injustice
to which sailors are exposed, by their liability to impressment, tend to prevent young men from entering on board
ship, 11nd thus, by artificially lessening the supply of sailors,
raise their wages above their natural le,·el, to the extreme
injury both of the queen's and the merchant service. " The
custom of impressment puts a freeborn British sailor on the
same footing as a Turkish slave. The Orand Seignior cannot do a more absolute act than to order a man to be dragr,-t.-d
awny from his family, and against his will run his head
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against the mouth of a cannon ; and if such acts should
be frequent in Turkey, upon any one set of useful men,
would it not drive them away to other countries, and thin
their numbers yearly? and would not the remaining few
double or triple their wages? which is the ease with our
sailors, in time of war, to the great detriment of our commerce." 1
In proof of the accuracy of this statement, it may be mentioned, that while the wages of all other sorts of labouren<
and artisans are unifomtly higher in the United States tltan
in England, those of snilors are generally lower. The reason
is, that the navy of the United States is manned by means
of voluntary enlistment only. The Americans arc desirous
of becoming a great naval power, and they have wisely relinquished a practice which would have driven their best sailors
&om their service, and have forced them to mao their fleet
with t.h e swecping11 of their gaols.
It has been estimated, that there were abo••c 16,000
British sailors on board American ships at the close of last
war; and the wages of our seamen, which in time of peace
rarely exceed 40s. or 60s. a-month, bad then risen to JOOs.
and 120s. This extraordinary in11ux of British sca.men into
the American service, and no less extraordinary rise in their
wages at home, can be accounted for only by our continuing to
resort to impressment after it bas been abandoned by the
United States. Formerly our seamen were in the habit, on the
breaking out of a war, of deserting to Holland; but the
difference of language was an insuperable obstacle to their
carrying this practice to any very injurious extent. Deserters to the United States do not, however, encounter
any such obstacle. There our sailors are assured of a safe
asylum among their kindred and friends-among those whose
language, religion, customs, and habits are identical with
their own-and who are anxious to avail themselves of every
means by which lhey may draw them to their service. The
• Richnrd•on·~ E•••Y on the Causes of tbe Decline of Foreign
-.de. ~d. 1766, p. 24.
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abolition of impressment will be indispensable to countervail
such o••erpowering inducements to desertion. And as it has
been 1bown, that impressment is not really n~ssary for the
manning of tbe fleet, 1 we trust that it may be abolished;
and that the effort. of the Americaruo to incn!o!W! their naval
powe:r may not be assisted by our obstinately clinging to a
system fraught with injustice and oppression.
The officers of the army and navy, and many of those
functionaries who fill situations of great trust and rcsponBibility, receive only a small pecuniary remuneration. The
conside.ratioo attached to such situations, and the influence
they confer on their possessors, form a Jlrincipal part of their
salary.

Suolldl!f, The wages of labour in particular businesses
vary according to the comparative facility with which they
may be learned.
There are several sorts of labour which a man may perform
without any, or with but very little, previous instruction; and
in which he will, consequently, ~in a certain rate of wages
from the moment be is employed. But, in civilised societies,
a great variety of employments can be curried on by those
only who have been regularly instructed in them. And it is
evident, that the wages of such skilled labourers must exceed
the wages of those who are comparatively nulc, so as to
afford them a snfllcient compensation for the time they have
lost and the expense they have incurred, in their education.
Suppose, to illustrate this principle, that the ordinary rate of
wagc.s paid to unskilled labourers is £ 35 a..year: I f the education of a skilled labourer- jeweller or engraver, for ex&mpl&-&nd his maintenance up to the period when be begins
to support himself, cost £300 more than is required for the
maintenance of an unskilled labourer up to the same period,
it is quite obvious the former will not be in so good a sitlliLtion as his unskilled neighbours, unlesa his wages exceed
• Wealth of Nationa-Noto Xll
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theirs by a sum suft1cicnt not only to yield him the cusloma'?'
rate of profit on the extra sum of £300, expended on his
education and maintenance, but to replace the sum itself
pre>~ously to the probable termination of his life. If he o~
tain less than tltis, he will be underpaid; and if be obtam
more, he will be overpaid, and there will be an infiux of new
entrants, until their competition has reduced wages to their
proper level.
The policy of Great Britain, as of most other European
nations, has added to the necessary cost of breeding up skilled
labourers, by forcing them to sen•e as apprentices for a longer
period than is in most cases necessary to obtain a knowledge
of the trades they mean to e~crcise. But, as the wages of
labour must be proportioned, not only to the skill and
dexterity of the labourer, but also to the time be bas spent,
and the difficulties and expense to wbic:l• l1e has been put in
learning his business, it is plain, that if an individual be compelled to serve an appTeDticeship of sette" years to a busicess
have learned in two or three years, be must
which he mi"bt
0
•
obtain ~ proportionally higher rate of wages after the exynr:v
tion of his apprenticeship, than would otherwise have sufficed
for his remuneration. The institution of unnecessarily long
apprenticeships i.s, therefore, productive of a double injury.
It injures the employers of workmen, by artificially raising
the wages of their joumeymen; and it injures the workmen,
from its tendency to generate idle and dissipated habits, by
making them pass so large a portion of their youth without
any sufficient motive to be industrious.
By the common law of England, e'•cry mnn has a. right to
employ himself at pleasure in every lawfultrnde. But this
sound principle was almost entirely subverted by a statute
passed, in compliance with the solicitations of tbe corporate
bodies, iu the 6th year of the reigu of Queen Elizabeth, commonly ealled the Statute of Apprenticeship. It enacted that
no person should, for the future, exercise any trade, craft, or
mystery, at that time exercised in England or Wales, unless
be l1ad previously served to it an apprenticeship of seDe>l
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years at least; and what had before been a bye-law of ,.
few corporntions, thus became the general and statute law
of the kingdom. Fortunately, the courts of law were always singularly disinclined to enforce the provisions of Lhis
stl\lute. Though the words of the act. plniuly include the
whole kingdom of England and Walell, it was interpreted to
refer only to martd UlwiU; and it was also interpreted to
refer only to those trades which bad been practised in E ngland when the stntute was passed, and to have no reference
to such as had been subsequently introduced. This interpretation gave occasion to several very absurd and e'•en ludicrous distinctions. I t was adjudged, for example, that a
eoaehmaker could neither himself make nor employ a journeyman to make his coach-wheels, hut must buy them ?fa
master wheelwright, this latter trade having been exercised
in Eoo-Jand
before the 6th of Elizabeth. But a wheelwright,
0
though he bad never served an apprenticeship to ,. oo~hmaker, might either make himself, or employ journeymen to
make eoacl1es, the trade of a eoachmaker not being within
the statute, because not exercised in Englnud at the time
when it waa passed. The controdiction and absurdity of these
regulations, and the impolicy and injurious operation of the
statute, had long been obvious; but so slow is the progress of
sound legislation, and so powerful the opposition to every
cl1ange affecting private interests, that its repeal did not take
place until 1814. The Act for this purpose did not, however,
interfere with any of the existing rights, privileges, or byelaws of the different legally constituted corporations. But
wherever these do not interpose, the formation of apprenticeships and their duration is now len to be adjusted by the
parties themselves.
The class of female domestic servants comprises one of tl1c
largest divisions of tbe labouring population, and that, perhaps, which is best provided for. A.nd as most descriptions
of in-door female labour may be practised with but lit tle
training, it may seem difficult to account for the high wages
paid to domestics, and for their superior condition as com-
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pared with needle-women, washer-women, and those females
generally who depend on chance employment. But, though
in many respects desirable, the situation of domestic ser\'ants,
whether male or female, hns several considerable drawbacks.
They are subject to numerous restraints. And, besides performing their respective menial offices, they are obliged to
conform, whether they like them or not, to the rules and regulations of the families in which they live. Most people
have, however, a disinclin8tion to be thus dictsted to by
others. And those who consent to execute menial offices at
the bidding of mnsters and m.istresses, feel that they arc engaged in what is reckoned a mean and servile employment,
and that they occupy a low position in the public estimation.
There is, we believe, much ill-founded prejudice in the estimate that is thus commonly formed of the station of housebold servants. We do not well see, supposing their education and other attainments to be equal, why a man's servants
should be deemed to be of a lower class than his tradesmen.
But such, whether right or wrong, is the opinion of the
public; and its inlluence, and the various restraints to which
they are subject, prevent many from entering service, and by
lessening their numbers, contribute to raise the wages of those
engaged in it.
These circumstances account, in so fnr, for what bas been
reckoned the extraordinary fact of great distress frequently
prevailing amongst needle-women in London, while the condition of female servants is so very good. But ''cry few of
the former class have any desire to nnge themselves in the
latter. They are mostly the daughters of professional people,
decayed tradesmen, shopkeepers, and such like parties; and
have from infancy been taught to look upon domestics as a
lower class, to which, r ather than descend, they would undergo any privation. And it is not to be denied, that their con dition, besides its higher place in the public estimation, bas
some real and some supposititious advantages on its side. 1!
they be less comfortably provided for than bousebold servants,
they at all events elljoy a greater degree of freedom ; and
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have more opportunities of becoming 'known, and of forming
connectiollll and liaiM>M, sometimes of a more and &Omctimes
of a less respectable k;ind. And thus it is that domestics owe
to the servitude in which they are placed, and the unjustly
low estimation in which lhcy arc held, their high wag~'S, and
comparatively comfortable condition.
The case of the band-loom weavers all'orda a striking illustntion of the unfavourable influence which the easy acquisition and conduct of a business usually has over the condition
of those engaged in it. The art of weaving most fabrics may
be learned with the greatest facility. And the lightness of the
wor k, and the circumstance of its being principally carried on
in tbe boWIC8 of the weaven, who are assisted by their families,
make it be resorted to by a vc.rylarge class of persons, many
of whom are of weakly constitutions, an.d unable to engage
in most other employments. Hence the wages of hand-loom
weavers have been almost always below tlte ordinary level
of wages in the generality of businesses. L atterly they
haYe, through the increasing competition of power-looms,
been reduced to a very low rate indeed, and the weavers ha\'e
frequendy been involved in extreme distreu. But despite
their low wages, the probability is, that the spread of powerlooms will in the cod effect the all but total annihilation of
the band -weaving business. And there can be no doubt that
the labouring class, as well as the other classes, will eventually gain by the cb11nge. ln the meantime, however, the
weavers have strong claims on the public sympathy; and
f.'\'ery pruticable means should be tried that may seem most
likely to abridge and facilitate the pa.inful state of transition
in which they arc involved, by introducing their children to
other businesses, and by facilitating their emigration, or otherwise.
Thirdly, The wages of labour, in diJI'erent cmploymettts,
vary with the coostsncy and inconstancy of employment.
Employment is much more constsnt in some trades tb:an
in others. Many tr!Wes can only be carried on in particular
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6tates of the weather, nnd seasons of the year; and if the
workmen, who t.re engaged in such trades, cannot eRSily find
employment in others during the time they nrc thrown out
of them, their wages wust be proporlionallyt.ugmented. A
journeyman jeweller, weaver, shoemaker, or ta.ilor, for example, may, under ordinary circumsLances, r~kon upon obtaining constant employment_ But masons, bricklayers, pllviors, and, in general, :all those workmen who CATTY on their
business in the open air, are liable to perpetual interruptions.
Their wages tUU8t, ho11•ever, not only suffice to mnintllin them
while they ore employed, but also during the time they nrc
neOO>S&rily idle. And they ought also to alford them, ns Dr
Smith hWI remarked, some compensation for those anxious
and desponding moments which the thought of so prccnrious
o situation must sometimes occasion.
This principle shows the fallacy of the opinion so ~;enerally
entertained res~ting the gyeat earnings of porters, hackney
coachmen, watermen, and generally of all workmen employed
only for short periods, and on particnlar occasions. Such
persons frequently make os much in an hour or two as a regularly employed workman makes in a day; but this greater
hire, during the time they are employed, is found to be only
a bare COnl(ICnsution for the labour they perfom1, nnd for the
time they nrc necessarily idle. Instead of mnking money,
snch personN are almost invariably poorer than those who
are engRijed in more constant occupations.
The interruption to employments occasioned by the celebration of holiday~, has a similar effect on wages. There are
countries in which the holidays, e>:cluding Sundays, make
nearly a thi.r d part of the year; and the necessary wages of
labour must there be :about a third part, or 33! per cent.,
greater thllll they probnbly would be were these holidays abolished.
F<~Urllaly, The wages of la.bour ''ary according to the sma.ll
or great tnast reposed in the workmen.
"The wagca of goldsmiths and jewellers are everywhere

superior to those of m:u~y other workmen, not only of equal,
but of much superior ingenuity; on account of the precious
materials with which they are intrusted.
" We trust our health to the physician ; our fortune, a.n d
sometimes our life and reputation, to the lawyer and attorney.
Such confidence could n.o t safely be reposed in people of a
very mean or low condition. Their reward must be sucl1,
therefore, os may give them that rank in the society which
so important a trust requires. The long lime and the gyeat
exp.::nse which must be laid out in their education, when
combined with this circumstance, necessarily enhances still
furtlaer the price of their labour." 1

Fifthly, The ~~"ages of labour in diO'crent employments vary
according to the probability or improbability of success in
them.
This cause of variation chie8y all'ccts the wages of the
higher class of labourers, or of those who practise what are
usua.lly denominated liberal professions.
If a young man be bound apprentice to a shoemaker or a
tailor, there is hardly any doubt but he will attain to an
ordimory degree of proficiency and expertness in his business,
and that he will be able to live by it. Uut if he be bound
apprentice to a lawyer, a painter, a sculpt.or, or a player,
there o.re perhaps three or four chances to one that be never
attains to such a degree of proficiency in any of these callin~ as will enable him to subsist on his earnings. But in
professions where many fail for one who succeeds, the fortunate one ought not only to gain such a rate of w11ges as may
ndemnify him for all tbe expenses incurred in his education,
but abo for all that has been expended on the education of
his unruccessfnl competitors. It is abundantly certain, however, that the wages oflawyers, players, sculptors, &c., taken
io the aggregate, never amount to so large a sum. The
lottery of the law, and of the other liberal professions, has
I " .. calth
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m&ny great prizes, but there is, not,..jtbst&nding, a large
euess of blanU. " Compute,n says Dr Smith, "in any particular place, what is likely to be annually gained, and what
is likely to be annually spent, by &ll the different workmen
in any common trade, such as that of shoemakers or weaven,
and you wil.1 find that the former sam wil.1 generally exceed
the latter . But ma.kc the same computation ,..jth regard to
all the counsellors and students of law in all the different
Inns of Court, and you ,..jll find that their annUBl gains bear
but a very small proportion to their annual expense, even
though you rate the former as bigb and the latter as low as
can well be done. Tbe lottery of the law, therefore, is very
far from being a perfectly fair lottery; and that, as well as
many other liberal and honourable professions, is, in point of
peruniary gains, evidently under-recompensed.•
But the love of that power, wealth, and consideration, which
most commonly attend superior excellence in the liberal professions, and the o\·crweening confidence placed by Hcb individual in his 0'0"11 good fortune, are sufficient to o•erbalanc:e
all the disad,·antagcs and drawbacks that attend them, and
never fail to crowd their ranks with all the m06t generous
and aspiring spirits.

proportion to the severity of the labour be bas to perform,
to the degree of previous education and skill that it requires,
and to the other causes of variation already specified. So
loag, indeed, as the principle of competition is allowed to
operate ,..jtbout restraint, or so long as each individual is
allowed to employ himself as be pleues, we may be assured
that the higgling of the market will always adjust the rate of
wages in different employments on the principle now stated,
and that they will be, all things considered, nearly equal. If
wages in one employment be depressed below the common
level, labourers will leave it to go to others; and if they be
raised above that level, labourers will be attracted to it from
those departments where wages are lower, until their increAAed
competition has sunk them to their average standard. We
do not, however, mean to affirm, that this equalisation is in
all cases inunedistely or speedily brought about. On the
contrary, it often happens tbst, owing to an attachment to
the trade, or the locality in wbicb they ba•e been bred, or
the difficulty of learning another trade, individuala will continue, for a lengthened period, to practise a peculiar trade, or
to continue in a particular district, when other trades in the
same
. district and the same trade in more remote districts'
y1eld better wages to those engaged in them. But how diflicult soever, wages, taking everything into account, are sure to
be equalised in the end. And the extraordinary facilities
that are now afforded for becoming minutely acquainted with
the various brunches of industry carried on in all parts of the
country, and of travelling from one point to another, will :no
doubt contribute to hasten the adjustment of wages according t.o the advantages and disadvantages incident to different
businesses and districts. Without, however, insisting on
these considerat ions, it is enough to state, that all inquiries,
such as those in wbich we are now engaged, that have the
establishment of general principles for their object, either
are, or ought to be, founded on periods of average duration;
nnd whenever such is the ease, we may al\Vays, without oecns ioning any material error, assume that the wages earned io
.

lt is unnecessary t.o enter upon any farther details witb
respect to this part of our subject. It hilS been sufficiently
proved, that the permanent differences that obtain in tbe
rates of wages pnid to those who are engaged in different
employments, in eouolnes where industry is free and unfettered, merely suffice to balance the favourable or unfavourable cin:umstances att ending them. When the cost of their
education, the cb&oces of their success, and t he various disadvantages incident to their professions, have been taken into
ueouot, those who receive the highest wages are not really
better paid thl\n t hose who receive the lowest . T he wages
earned by the different classes of wori.."Dlen are equal, not
..-ben each iudividu11l earns the same nun1bcr of shillings, o r
of pence, in a given space of time, but wl1en each is paid i n
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different employment& are, all things taken into actOnnt,
about equal.
It may farther be obsen-ed, in reference to these principles,
that wherever industry is unfettered, a.nd knowledge generally diffused, the talents of all are turned to the best actOnnt.
I ndeed, it may be safely affirmed, that of the myriads of
individuala engaged in industrious undertakings in Grer.t
Britain as conductors, overseers, or workmen, the situation
occu1>ied by each is, in t he vast majority of cases, that which
is best suited to his capacity, and his salary or wages such as
be is fairly entitled w by his services. Agriculturist&, manufacturers, and merchants, whether their busioesses be large or
small, arc always most anxious to gi\•e the gTeatest efficacy
w their establishment&, to adapt their means properly w
their ends, and to select the parties that arc, all things considered, the most suitable for their purposes. The prosperity of all industrious undertakings principally depends on
the sltill with which this selection is made, on the proper
parties being placed in the proper situations, and their wages
adjusted actOrding :to their merits and the confidence reposed in them. Mistakes in a matter of such primary importance as the proper distribution of the labour employed,
in any considerable undertaking, would be so ve.r y fatal to its
success that we may be sure they will be carefully gunrded
against. The priociple of detu,. dignWri is Ibe only one on
which their managCI"II can act with safety or advnntage to
themselves. And it is quite as much for the interest of the
employed as of the employers that this distribution should be
fairly made; for otherwise trickery, ignorance, and sloth, migb t
carry otr the rewards due to integrity, skill, and diligence.
T he society in which we live has its disadvantages and drawbacks; but, at all event&, it most be said of masten and capitalisu engaged in business, that they never willingly f ail
duly to appreciate and reward the superior talents nod industry of the lower classes; and never suffer, or , if ever, only
through error and for a moment, that the fund which should
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feed and support labour should be miseruployed to support
idleness. And yet there have been, and still are, persons,
ct.lling themselves social refonners and friends to the poor,
who propose that this natural and admimble system should
be subverted, and that the employment and the wages of
every man should be determined by agents nominated by
government for the purpose l We should show but little
respect for our readers, were we to waste their time by
exposing in detail the palpable quackery of such a scheme.
'fhe innumerable abuses to which it would infallibly lead,
were any attempt made to act upon it, would be such, t hat
it could not be maintained for six weeks. If it were, it
would destroy industry, and fill the land with bankruptcy
and beggr.ry.

C H APTE R V I.
Hiring by TtnU and by P~ lVorl·. Adoantagu of tk
latter. lnuptdiency of 1111.1/:ing W agu lkptnd 011 the Re•uic of Undcrtal.:ingt.
\V AOES arc sometimes paid by the day, week, month, year,
or other term, and sometimes by the piece or job, that is, by
t he quantity of work done. Domestic servants are usually
hired in the fonner mode, or by time ; but large amounts of
manufacturing, B,"Ticultural, and other labour, are performed
by the piece, and wherever it can be adopted, this ia the
prefCI'8ble mode of hiring work-people. Their strength,
skill, and assiduity, are widely different_ And when they are
hired by time, it is onen impracticable, and is always a difficult, troublesome, and invidious task to arrange them in
classes, and adjust the wages of each, according to t heir real
d eser ts. Hiring by t he piece or job does away with these
difficulties; nnd, by exactly apportioning tbc rcwa.rd to the
a mount of l~bour, not only takes away all temptation to idle.
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ness, but prompts workmen to put forth all their energies.
It makes their own immediate interest, and not their duty to
their employers, the main-spring of their exertions. Laborious and skilful workmen are no longer underpaid, as
compared with those who are slothful nod ignorant. T11e
system admits of no !PnrtiaUty on the part of the masters,
nod of no pretence or shirking on the part of the employed.
H is thoroughly honest and equitable. The ,..ages earned
under it may be low or high; but whatever may be their
amoWlt, they are distributed in the exact ratio of the services
that have been performed. The labourer who executes twice
the work that is executed by another, receives double wages,
and so in proportion.
The stimulus which this plan of hiring gives to exertion, is
so very powerful, that in some cases it has been thought nc-.
ccssnry, in the view of preventing the labourers from overworking themselves, to limit the sums which they could earn
in a given time. But. this ultra zeal is not manifested, except in the ease of parties engaged for a short period only, or
when they first begin to work under the system. Regular
task-work labourers, though distinguished by their indllSlry
and perseverance, do not overwork themselves. They are,
also, much more their own masters than those engaged for
certain terms. They are, in truth, contnctors as well 118
labourers. And provided they execute their work within the
term stipulated (if such stipulation be made), they may choose
their own time for working, and begin and leave off when
they please.
Piece-work is also by far the most likely, if it be not the
only means, by which the mere labourer can expect to advance himself to a high er station. A man undertakes to cut
down com at so much an acre, to make roads and drains at
so much a rood, to wenve cloth at so much a yard, in short,
to execute a certain amount of work for a certain price.
Sometimes be restricts his undertaking to what be thinks l1e
'\Jl execute himself, with perhaps the assistance of his family.
at whether be do this, or employ others (sometimes in the
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way of snl>-eontr<tclors) to assist him, it is his nbject to finish
his task as expeditiously as possible, and to employ his profits
as a means of extending his business. In t.bis way he gradually rises in the scale of society, till, having ceased to work
with his own hands, he becomes a contractor on a Iorge scniP,
or engages in some other occupnlion. And it is plain that
the training and experience be bas had, and Ute habits he
bas formed, must make b.im at once a ,.it,<iJant and a discerning master. The foundations of thousands of middling, and
of very many large fortunes, bM·e been laid in the way now
stated. It is, in troth, the broadest, the easiest, and the
safest of the various channels by which diligent, sagacious,
and frugal individuals emerge from poverty, and attain tc
respectability and opulence. Those who tbtlJI rise to distinction may be emphatically said to be the architect.s of
their own fo.r tunes '!'bey Olfe nothing to interest, to favour,
or to any unworthy means. They stood originally on the
same leYel with their fellow-work.mcn, and they owe their
elevation to the judicious exercise of talents common to
them all
There cannot, therefore, as it appears tc us, be any rea.sonable doubt that the introduction of the practice of piece-11•ork,
or of hiring by the job, has been, and that its further extension would be, a great advantage to all classes, but especially
to the labourers. It appears to be the only plan by which a
man's earnings are not only tnade to depend upon, but. are
exactly proportioned to, his labour, skill, and ingenuity;
while it bas the further advantage of enabling prudent and
enterprising individuals to ad•a nce themselves, by eomparati•ely easy steps, to a superior condition, and, in the end, to
merge the character of labourer in that of employer.
It bas sometimes been said, that it would be good poUcy

to endeavour to interest labourers iu the zealous prosecution
of the tasks in which they may be engaged, by mnk.ing 1heir
wages depend, in part at least, on the result of their exertions.
But, except in a few limited and peculiar eases, this could
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not be done. The \Tages of sailors may be, and, indeed,
usually are, made to depend on the successful tennination of
the voyage. But how could the wages of the work-people
employed on a farm, in a foundry, or in a eotton-miU, be
made to dct>end on the result of such speculative undertakings? Vcry frequently, however, the work-people now
ref~rred to, are paid by the piece ; and, when such is the case,
they have a pl•~in and tangible motive,levclto their capacities,
and not tlepcntling on anything remote or contingent, to make
every exertion.
But, though the practical difficulties in the way of making
the wages of labourers dependent on the results of the employments in which they are engaged, were less fonnidable
than they appear to be, we should not, in t he great majority
of cues, anticipate any advantages from the scheme being
adopted. On the contrary, the presumption is, that it would
be most injurious. If la~rs are to participate in the advantages of successful enterprises, they must also participate
in the losses resulting from those of a contrary description;
and must, consequently, in cases of failure, be deprived of
their accustomed and necessary means of subsistence. T he
hiiZard to which they would thus be exposed, might, it is
true, be lessened by making a part. only of their rcmuncra..
tion depend on t he issue of the enterprise. But if it were
really an advantage to be allowed to particit>ate in a chance
of tlois sort, tbe fixed portion of their wages would be p roportionally diminished, and at every f<tilurc of an enterpr ise,
the labourers engaged in it would be throii'D upon the workbouse, or on the eonlribntions of the benevolent. It is
nugatory to suppose that the condition of the poor should be
impro•·ed by their enga:;ing in such uncertain projects.
Security, and a reward proportioned to their deserts, conduce most to their wellbeing. And these, we have seen, arc
enjoyed in the highest degree by the piccll-work labourers.
T hey arc nowise dependant on the seasons, or on any one of
be thou.'IAnd unforeseen eo.ntiogencies thnt may occur to deeat tbc most carefully conducted inuustrious speculation.
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They depend on themselves only; and being sure of a commensurate return, they invariably put forth all tbcir energies.
It is further ob,;ous, that if work-people are to be interested in the result of an undertaking, they must have
some control O\·er its conduct, and be authorised to inquire
into the accounts and proceedings of those by whom the
undertaking is managed. AU the advantages of individual
enterprise and responsibility would, in consequence, be lost,
and the most necessary nnd judicious steps, in the conduct of
11 businl'SS, might be objected to or censured by those most
incompetent to fonn a judgment upon such matters. At
present, wben a cnpitalist engages in any undertaking, be
knows beforehand that be will reap all the n1lvantoge if it be
successful, and that, if otherwise, he will bave to bear all the
loss. He is consequently detemuned, by the most powerful
mot ives, to act discreetly, to proscribe all usclcsa expense,
and to avail himself of every means or incident that may
prewtt itself, lo facilitate lois projects. Except in a "Very
few cases, all industrious undertakings arc sure to be carried
on most efficiently and economically by individuals. But of
all sorts of interference, that of the workmen would be most
objectionable. It would hardly, indeed, be more absurd for
a general to lake the opinion of tbe privates of lois army on
questions of strategy, than it would be for 11 capitalist to call
his labourers to !tis councils, and mould them according to
t heir opinions. "Le surc:roit d'inter~t qu'auraicnt lcs ouvriers
il Ia roussite des operations, nc saurai t compenser cc qui
manqucrait il !'action do gcrant; ear ils nc pourraien~ participer en rien a Ia direction de l'entreprisc, 11 moins que I'on
ne vouhlt entraver sa marebe, Ia rcndre plus versatile et plus
inccrtaine, el renoneer aux a vantages de !'unite de gestion, si
essenticllc au sut:C\.'s. L'appliealion des moyeM semblables,
Join d'amcliorer le sort des ou•'lien, n'aboutirait done qu•a le
rcndre plus tniserable; l'exccdant de remuneration qu'ils
pourrnient obtenir co cas de rcussite des operations se.r ait peu
important pour chacun d'cux, et it scrait Join d'ctablir une
compensation suffiSllllte pour leur participation aux chances
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deA pertes accrues, dans ce systeme par l'aftaiblissement de
l'inwH dea gcrants."'

CHAPTER VII.
Law for rep~lin:J Conwi11aJiona among Work~l rtp«ll<il
;,. 1824-lmpolicg of that Law-Ita real etfttJt-- Volut>targ Combi11atiot11 ought not to bt forcibly trUpprused-

Neceuitg tif adopti11g 11igorou1 Jlfeasure1 for prcvcntit1g
Otulltt of Workmen from olntr~ting other• in their e ....
plo§flleriU.
BY.SIDE8 the causes of variation in the rate of wages, specified
in Chapter VI., they are supposed to be materially alfcct.ed
by the combinations which frequently exist among workmen;
and as thia ia a subject that bas attracted much attention,
and with respect to which there is a considerable difference of
opinion, we shall examine it shortly.
From the reign of Edward I. down to a very recent period,
it was the practice of the legislature occasionally to interfere
respecting the stipulations in the contract of wages between
masters and servants; a nd, as its deliberations were in
most eases guided by the advice of the masters, it was natural that it should interfere rather in the view of promoting
their particular interests, than of treating both parties with
tbe same even-handed and impartial justice. But the gradual though slow advance of civilisation, and the diiiiCmination of sounder and more enlarged principles of public economy, having impreased all classes with a con,<iction of the
general impolicy of such interference, it is now rarely practised. The experience of nearly fiye hundred years baa
shown that, while eYery attempt to set a ma.rim11m on the
vrice of labour is oppressive and injurious to the workmen, it
1
Sec the oxcollent e ..ny of M. Clement, "Recherches enr lee
a..- do l'Jndlgeucc," p. ~52.
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is of no real advantage to their employers; for it bas been
fom~d,

that workmen have invariably become more persevering, aober, and industrious, according as their freedom bas
been extended, and as they have been relie•·ed from the vexatious restraints to which they were fom1erly subjected.
But though the legislature has long since ceased to dictate
the precise terms on which masters should buy and workmen
sell their labour, a set of laws were of late much extended,
and were very frequently acted upon, by which workmen were
severely punished for conwining together to rnisc their wlllg,-s,
or to oppose their reduction. 'fhesc laws, which seem to us
to have been in no ordinary degree p•Lrtial and unjust, hnd
their origin in a dark and barbarous period. The dreadful
plague that desolated England, in common with most other
COWltriesofEurope, in 1348 and 1349, having destroyed great
numbers of the labouring poor, a greater competition took
plAce for the scn<ices of tbose who survived, who, in consequence, obtained much higher wages. Parliament, however,
instead of leaving this temporary rise of wages, to which the
poor had an unquestionable right, to be reduced by the increase of population it must have occasioned, passed, in 1350,
t he famous act {25 Edward m., c. 1) for regulating wages.
By this statute, labourers were obliged to serve for such
wages as were common in the dis tricts In which they resided
previously to the pestilence. But, as this gnvc ri8e to a gr eat
deal of cavilling, a statute was passed two yea.rs 11fter, fixing
the specific amoWlt of the wages to be given to reapers,
mowers, haymakers, thrashers, &c., and to the more common
and important class of artificers.' A variety of Bubsequent
acts were passed, to enforce compliance with the regulations
in the statute of wages, of the spirit of which some idea may
be formed from the fact of its having been made feltmy, by
a statute, passed in 1425 (3 Henry Vl., c. 1), for masons to
confederate or combine together to raise their wages above
the stat utory rate. And though this barbarous law hns long·
I

See the Rates in Sir F. liL Eden's State of the Poor, vol. i.
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ceased to be acted upon, it was not effaced from the Statutebook till 1824, and may be considered as the parent-stock
from which the late statute against combinations was derived.
This statute {39th and 40th Geo. III. cap. 106.), after de.
claring all combinations to obtain an advance of wages to be
unlawful, went on to enact, that any workman wbu entered
into a combination, either verbal or in writing, to obtain an
advance of wages, to lessen the hours or time of working, to
decrease the quantity of work, to persuade, intimidate, or by
money or otherwise, e.ndeavour to prevail on any other workman not to accept employment; or who should, for the purpose of obtaining nn advance of wages, endeavour to intimidate or prevail on any person to leave his employment, or t~
prevent any person employing him: or who, being hired,
should, without any just or reasonable cause, refuse to work
with any other workman ; such workman should, on the oath
or oaths of one or more credible witnesses, before any two justices of the peace, within three calendar months after the
offence has been committed, be committed to, and confined in,
the common gaol within their jurisdiction, for any time not
exceeding three calendar months ; or, at tbe discretion of s;uch
justices, should be committed to some house of correction,
within the same jurisdiction, there to remain, and be kept at
hard labour, for any time not exceeding two calendar months I
The extreme se,•erity of this enactment must strike every
one. J ustices of the peace belong to the order of wasters;
an.d, however respectable individually, they generally possess
a full share of their peculiar feelings and prejudices. T o invest two of them with the power of imprisoning workmen for
three months, without the intervention of a jury, was certainly
intrusting them with an authority very liable to be abused,
and which, if it were to be exercised at all, should have been
placed io the hands of those less likely to act under a bias.
~t is true, the workmen could appeal to the quarter-sessions:
·,t as this was only an appeal from one set of justices to anler, it was of little importance. There were a variety of
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other clauses, discborging all workmen from attending any
meeting for the purpose of combining, from contributing to
defray the expenses incurred by persons acting contrary to
this Act, and compelling offenders to give e•'idence, &c., &c.,
under the above-mentioned penalties.
A very strong feeling bad been spreading for many years,
not only among the workmen, but also amon .. the more in"
.
tclligent portion of the masters, that the atlempts to enforce
the provisions of the Combination Act bad done more harm
than good. And in unison with this feeling, a Committee of
the House of Commons was appointed, in 1824, to inquire
into the operation of the laws for preventing combinations
among workmen, and for preventing their emigration, and
the exportation of machinery. 111is committee collected a
great deal of e•'idence on these subjects. And such was the
impression made on the House by this evidence, and by the
growing conviction of the impolicy of the combination laws,
that o bill for their repeal, introduced by the chairn1an of the
committee, was soon after carried through both Houses, and
passed in to a Ia w.
The effects that have followed the repeal of the com bin at ion laws, have not been such as many of the supporters of
that measure anticipated . And it must be admitted, that the
workmen have in many instances discoven'<l a refractory and
turbulent disposition ; and that there is hardly a branch
of industry in which they have not resorted to a 8trik~ and entered into combinAtions, not unfrequcntly accompanied with
violence, to raise their wages, and to dictate to their mnaters
the mode in which they should be employed. Much, however, as we regret, and ready as we nrc to condemn, many of
the proceedings that have taken place since the repeal of the
Combination Act, we are very fa.r from thinking, that they
form any ,·alid reason either for ita reYiYal, or for the enactment of any similar statute.
That workmen ought to be allowed free.ly to combine or associate together, for the purpose of adjusting the tenns uo
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which they shall sell thcir !abouT, is apparently a most rea.sonable proposition. Wages, like everything else, should
always be left to be regulated by the fair and free competition of the parties in the market, and should never be
controlled by the legislature. " The property," says Adam
Smith, " which ercry man bas in his 011'11 labour, u it is
the original foundation of all other p.roperty, 80 it is the
most sacred and imiolable. The patrimony of a poor man
lies in the strength a nil dexterity of his bands; and to binder him from emplo)ing this strength and dexterity in what
manner be thinks proper, without iqjury to his neighbours, is
a plain Yiolation of the most sacred property." But it is fAlse
to affirm that workmen are allowed to dispose of their labour
in any way they please. if they be prevented from concerting
with each other the terms on which they will Rell it. Capacity to labour is to the poor man what stock u to the capitalist. Now, a hundred or a thousand capitalists may form
themselves into a company, or combination, take all their
measures in common, and dispose of their property as they
may, in their collective capaeity,judgc most advantageous for
their interests :-And why should not a hundred or a thousand labourers be allowed to do the same by thcir stock?
Of all the species of property which a mnn can possess, the
faculties of his mimi Rnd the powers of his body are most
particularly his own. And to fet ter him in the mode in
which be is to exercise or disp~~Se of these faculties and
powers, is a manifest enc.roachment on the most inviolable of
all rig!Jts, and can be justified only by an overwhelming necessity.
It is easy, however, to show that, in point of fact, no such
necessity ever did or can exist. 'fbc wages of any set of
workmen who enter into a combination for the purpose of
raising them, must be either, 111, below the natural and
{lroper rate of wages in the branch of industry to which they
'long; or, 2d, they must be coincident with that rate. or
we it. Now, it is clear that, in the first ease, or when
fe& are depressed below their natural level, the claim of

the w-orkmen for 1\n advance is fn.i.r and reasonable; and it
would obviously be unjust and oppressive, to prevent them
from adopting any measure, not injurious to the rights of
others, which they may think best fitted to render their
claim dlt..:twrJ. But a voluntary combination among workmen is certainly in no respect iqjurious to any of the rights of
their masters. It is a contradiction to pretend that masters
have any right or title to the serYiccs of free workmen in the
event of the latter not choosing to accept the price offered
thew for their labour. And as the existence of a combination
to procure a rise of wages sbo"' that they have not so chosen,
and is a proof of the want of all concord and &,"TeeDlent between the parties, 80 it is also a proof that the workmen are
fairly entitled to enter into it; and that, however injurious
their proceedings may be to themselves, they do not encroach
on the privileges or rights of others. Not only, therefore, is
a voluntary combination, unaccompanied by Yiolcncc, a fair
exercise of the right of judging for themseh•es on the part of
the workmen, but when it is entered into for the pu.rposc of
rail!ing wages that have been unduly depressed, its object is
proper and desirable. Few masters willingly consent to
raise wages; and the claim either of one or of a few individual' for an advance of wages is likely to be disregarded
so long as their fellows contin11c to work nt the old rntes. It
is onUy when the whole, or the greater part, of the workmen
belonging to a particular master or department of industry
combine together, or when they act in that simultaneous
manner which is equivalent to a combination, and refuse to
continue to work witho11t receiving nn increase of wages, that
it becomes the immediate interest of the masters to comply
with their demand. And hence it is obvious, that without
the e.x istcnce either of an open and avowed, or of a tacit and
real combination, workmen would not be able to obtain a
rise of wages by their own exertions, bot would be left to
depend on the competition of their masters.
It is abundantly certain, however, that this competition on
the part of the maaters will always raise wages that have
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been unduly depresse-d. And it wns from not adverting to this
fact, that the influence of the late combination !all'S in d~
pressing wages was so very greatly exaggerated. If the
wages paid to the labourers engaged in any particular employment arc improp(!rly reduced, the capitalists who carry
it on must obviously gain the whole amount of this reduction,
over and above the common and ordinary rate of profit obtained by the Cllpitalists engaged in other businesses. But
a discrepancy of this kind could not possibly continue. Additional capital would immediately begin to be attracted to
the department where wages were low and profits high; and
its owners would be obliged, in order to obtain labourers, to
ofl'er them higher wages. It is clear, therefore, that if
wages be unduly reduced in any branch of industry, they will
be raised to tbcir proper level, without any efl'ort on the part
of the workmen, by the competition of the capitalists. And
looking generally to the whole of the employments carried on
in the country, we do not believe that the combination laws
had the slightest effect on the average and usual rate of
wages. That they occasionally kept wages at a lower rate
in some very confined businesses than they would otherwise
have sunk to, may be true; thongh for thnt very reason they
must have equally elevutcd them in others. This, however,
is no good reason why the workmen engaged in employments
in which wages happen from any enuse to be unduly depressed,
should be interdicted from adopting the only means in their
power of doing themselves justice. When they nrc nllo,~ed
freely to combine, t11eir combination may occasion an immediate rise of wages; but when their combination is pr evented, more or less time must always cJap$C before the high
profits caused by the undue reduction of wage;! becomes
generally kno"-n, and consequently befwc capital can be
attracted from other businesses. And hence it is clear, that
every attempt to prevent combination in such cases as this.
is neither more nor less t ban an attempt to hinder workmen
from making usc of fbc only means by which their wage;! can
be speedily and ell'cctuaUy railed to their ju# let:el. It is

committing injustice :in behalf of the strong, at tl1e expense
of the weaker party I
We admit that the object of the second cln.'lS of ''oluntary
combinations, or of those which take place when the wages
of the combining workmen are already equal to or above
their natural and proper rate, is improper and unreasonable.
Still, however, it is easy to show, that there is no more
cause for the interference of the legislature in their case,
than in the former. There is no good reason why wol'kmen should not, like the possessors of e\·ery other valuable and desirable article, be allowed to set whatever price
they please upon the labour they have to dispose of. T he
apprehensions formerly so prevalent rl'Specting the injurious
effects of forutalling and rtgrating, und the forming of
combinations to rai£c the price of the neces.'!Aries of life,
have almost entirely \'anisbed. Experience hns sbo\\-n t.hai
all markets have been better supplied with every species
of useful and desirable produce, nnd at less expense, according 118 legialntivc intc.rference bas been withdrawn, and
a greater freedom of action allowed to the dealers and producers. .And what ground is t11crc for supposing that the
relieving ot workmen fTom restraint, nncl allowing them
to concert measures in common, should have o. dif!Cr.ent
effect? 'fhe merest lyTo in economical science would 11ot
be;!itat e to ri(liculc 11ll apprehensions of fnminc, or even of a
stinted supply of tbe market , from a combination of corn
dealers, or of bakCJ'll, to rnisc the price of con1 or hrend.
For he would feel assured that there were a lamdrcd chances
to one that no 8uch combination would ever be generally entered into; and that suppo$ing it were, the moment prices
were raised ever so little above their naturnl rate, it would
become the interest of a Iorge body of the combiners to
secede from the combination, and to throw their stocks
upon the market. And if we may thus securely trust the
supply of the most necessary artic.lcs to the unfettered comp etition of a comparatively small body of masters, can
p
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thing be more childish than to fear any continued bad consequences from leaving the market for labour to be supplied by
the unfettered competition of the workmen ?-a body in wbieb,
because of its being infinitely more numerous, combina1ion
must be infinitely more difficult than among the masters.
But, supposing that the mass of workmen should occasionally combine together to raise wages beyond their natural
limits, or to enforce vexatious or improper conditions in regard
to their employment, there nre no grounds for supp06ing that
their combination will be successful. It may"be tnken for
granted, that the masters 1vill resist what they believe to be
an improper demand; and the slightest glance at the rclati•c
condition of the parties must satisfy every one that, supposing t hem to be in earnest in their opposition, they cannot
fail in all ordinary cases to succeed in defeating it. The
workmen always suffer more from a atrike than their masters.
I t is indeed true, as Dr Smith has obsen·ed, t hat in the long
run, they are as necessary to their masters as t heir ma.sters
are to them. But tbis necessity is far from being so inlmediate. The stock and credit of the maste.r are in almost.
every inst.ance much greater than the stock and credit of
his labourers; and he is, therefore, able to maintain himself
for a much longer lime without their labour, than they can
maintain themselves without his wages. In all ol!l-settled
and fully-peopled countries, wages are seldom so high ns to
enable labourers to accumulate any considerable stock ; and
though lbc scanty funds of those eng1>ged in strike'~ arc frequently eked out by contributions from the work-people in
other businesses, and in other parts of the kingdom, the combination never fails, provided the masters do not gi• e way,
to break to pieces.
It is also e•-ident, that ,.· ben workmen enter into a combination to enforce an unreasonable demand, or to raise
wages that are already up to lbe common level, they C&D
gain nothing, but mus~ lose by entering into other employments to which they have not been bred; while it is
equally evident tltat a small extra sum will be sullicient to
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entice other labourers to the business they have len . All
the great departments of industry hue so many closely allied
branches, that a workman who is instructed in any of t hem,
can, without much training or difficulty, apply himself to some
of the others; and t hus the workmen who enter into lbe combination, wUI not only fail of tl1eir object, and be obliged to
return to their work, but, owing to the influx of other labourers into their business during the period of lbc 1tri.fe,
they will be compelled to accept of a lower rate of wages than
they had previously enjoyed.
Many extensive combinations have been broken up by the
masters acting on this principle, or by their bringing workmen from other districts, or other businesses, to supply the
place of those in the coo1bination. At first, these workmen
may not be so skilful or expert as those who have seceded;
but these deficiencies soon become inscrmblc, and are more
than con1pcnsated by lbe greater command the masters ha••e
over the new hands, who, it is commonly stipulated, shall not
enter into any union or association with other workmen for
the p urpose of raising wages, regulating the hours of work, &c.
'l'he combination of the coal-miners of the north in 1844,
when nboui 40,000 hands struck for a modification of the
conditions under which they had previously been cn•ployed
and an advance of wages, though one of the most formidable
that ht\S hitherto existed, was defeated in the way now mentioned. It was carefully organised, and had, when it began
operations, a reserve fund of nbout L.2~,000, besides receiving
subscriptions from trades'-unions in most parts of the country.
But the coal-owners determined not to give way, and made
every exertion to bring miners and other labourers from Scotland, Wales, and Ireland, to supply the place of those who
had seceded. The result justified the wisdom of their determination; for the tum-outs, after an obstinate strike of from
four to five months' duration, in which they exl1austed e1·ery
r esource, and suffered the greatest privations, were compelled
t o abandon every one of their pretensions, and to beg to be
allowed to res ume their employment, under the same regula-
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tions as formerly, at their old, and in some cases even at lower
wages. And this, ..-ith but fc" uceptions, is the ordinat')'
result of the best organised combinations.
.
The substitution of machinery for manual labour, and its
improvement, bas done more perhaps than anything ciBe to
put doll'tl combinations in manufacturing employments. And
though injurious to the work-people, combinations for an
improper purpose may perhaps be said to be publicly advan.
tagcous, by the stimulus they give to the improvement of
machinery. In corroboration of this statement, it is only
n~ to refer to tbe machines for wool-combing, mulespinning, and others of the same kind, which were in\•enl.ed
and introduced because of the capricious and unreasonable
demands and proceedings of the wool-combers, cotton-spinners, &c. They have been completely successful. And have,
in truth, not only rendered these employments comparath•ely
independent of the whims and combinations of the workpeople, but have materially improved and cheapened the
products of the manufactures into which they have been introduced.
For these reasons, we think it is impossible that any one,
who will calmly consider the subject, can resist coming to the
conclusion, that a combination for an improper object, or to
raise wages above their proper level, must cure itself, or that
it must necessarily bring its own chastisement along with it.
ln some instances, stril;es have been entered into from hostile
feelings against obnoxious masters; and not unfrequently
the workmen arc seduced into them by the artful representations of agitators, in whom they place undesen·ed confidence,
and who make them a means of advancing their own selfish
ends, without caring for the misery they mny entail on their
dupes. Dut, in the majority of eases, a strike can hardly f~il,
under aJI ordinary circ:umstnnces, to be ~subject of the most
serious concern to workmen who have either forethought or
experience. And the privations to which it una,•oidably exposes them, form a strong presumption that they are honestly
impressed ..-ith a conviction that the ad•anee of wages claimed
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by them is moderate and reasonable, and that the strike bas
been forced upon them by the improper resistance of their
masters. Even in those cases in which wages are notoriously
depressed below their proper level, workmen will, if they consult their own interests, be shy about striking, and will resort
to it only as a last resource. Such a proceeding instantly
deprives them, and those who are dependent on their exe,r.
lions, of their accustomed means of subsistence. ln the
e'•ent of their masters delaying, for any considerable period,
to come to an ACCOmmodation, they are obliged, from inability
to support themselves, to depend for a while on the grudging
and stinted contributions of others; a.nd when this humiliating resource is exhausted, they must return to tbe business
they have left, or else engage in employments to which they
have not been bred, nnd which are not congenial to their
habits. It is not, therefore, easy to suppose that workmen,
when they become acquainted with the real cJfects of combinations, will rashly enter into them, and proceed to a strike,
for the purpose of obtaining unreasonable or exorbitant
wages. But if they should be at any time foolish enough
to do so, their efforts will, no doubt, be ineffectual ; and besides exposing themselves to great temporary hardship and
distress, they will in the end have to accept the terms dictated by their masters.
Even though it were conceded that it might be expedient for government to interfere to put down a combination to raise wages abo,·e their proper level, or to &ame
improper regulations in regard to the employment of workpeople, the concession would be of no real value to the
apologists of the combination laws; for the result of the
combination is, in fact, the only test by which we can
1liseover whether the advance of wages claimed by the
workmen and the regulations proposed by them, were fair
and reasonable, or the reverse.
lf government were to
r efer to the opinion of tbe masters for information on the
•ubject, they would be taught to consider the best founded
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claim for a rise of wages as unjust and ruinous; and if, on
the other band, they were to refer to tbe opinion of the
workmen-an opinion which is quite ns deserving of attention
as the other-they would be told that the most exorbitant
and unreasonable dem&nd was extremely moderate and proper, and that a compliance with it waa imperiously required.
It is only by the f&ir a.nd free competition of the parties in
the market that we discover which of these opposite and
e<~ntradictory assertions is most consistent with the truth.
There neither are, nor is it in the nature of things that there
can be, any other mea.na of coming to a correct conclusion
on the subject. If the workmen are in the right, they 'lrill,
as they ought, suceeed in their object; and if they are wrong,
they will be defeated. The interference of government in
the decision of such questions must obviously, therefore, be
productive only of evil. Jlaving no means of informing
themselves of the real merits of the ease, they must, if they
net at aU, necessarily act blindly and capriciously. And
e••en if they had such information, it would be unadvitable
for them to interfere, it being abundantly certain that
every combination for an improper objec~ will be better
and more efl'ectually put do1vn without their assistance than
with it.

them universal, a nd gave them a dangerous character. For
the fllir and open, though frequently foolish and cxlra•·agant,
p~ings of n1en endeavouring to adnncc themselves in
l!OCiclJ, and to sell their labour at the hi~;hest price, the
cumlJU...tiun law•ll"''" WI nocturnal meetings. private cabals,
and oa1bs of secrecy. There was not a workman to be found
who dit not consider it u a bounden duty to embrace e,·ery
opporh.nity of acting in the teeth of their most posith·e
enaetmmts. And all the means which the intelligence, the
cunnlnf, and the privations of workmen could suggest, for
defeatitg and thwarting their operation, were resorted to
from a con••iction of tbcir partiality and unfairness.
It a1pears, therefore, on every ground both of justice and
expedrncy, that the repeal of the combination laws was &
wise 111d salutary mea.~e. Until that event, the terms of
tbe cmtract between masters and workmen could not be said
to be •djusted, as it alwa)'l ought to he, on the fair principle
of fre! and unrestrained competition. We readily &llow that
combnations of workmen and of masters may be, nnd indeed
freqtently arc, formed for the accomplishment of improper
objeds. But it is quite clear that these combinations will,
whet let alone, inevitably cure themselves, and that the
effoJts of government to suppress them are uncalled for
and unnecessary, opprcl!8ive nnd unjust. Every individual
wh• is not a slave is entitled to demand any price for
hidabour that he thinks proper. And if one individunl may
do tl1is, why may not 61\y, or five thousand, demand the tame
prce? A criminal act cannot be generated by the mere
oultiplication of acts that are )ICrfcctly innocent. We are
1\ft to confound the power nnd the right to set a price on
)J.bour, with the reasonableness of that price. It is the
l•miness of those who buy labour, and not of government, to
•ecide whether the price set on it is reasonable or not. If
:bey think it is unreasonable, t.b ey may, and they certainly
will, refuse to buy it, or to hire the workmen; and as the
latter cannot long subsist without employment, necessity will
oblige them to moderate their demands.

The grent evil of fhc combination laws consisted, a.s already observed, in the mistaken notions respecting their
influence, which ll1ey genernted in the minds both of workmen and masters. They taught them t~ believe tho~ there
was one measure of justice for the rich, and another for the
poor. They consequently set the interests and the feeling11
of these two great classes in direct opposition to each other;
and did more to cngende.r hatred between the different orders
of society-to render the masters despotic and capricious,
and the workmen idle and turbulent., than can be easily conceh·ed or imagined by those not pretty intinlatcly acqnainted
with the former state of society in the manufacturing disriels. Instead of putting down combin a lions, they rendered
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It will be observed, that th.e observations we have 10w
made apply exclu.~i'•ely to the justice and policy of atteopting to prevent 110lunl<tty combinations among workmen; and
..-e trust they will not be understood as being intenced to
countenance in the slightest degree the attempts tha: have
frequently been made by combined workmen, forebly to
prevent others from ..-orking except on the conditiou they
have fixed for the guidance of t heir own conduct. Every
ruch attempt is an obvious breach of the peace; nul if not
repressed by prompt and suitable punishment, would Ge subvel'!live not only of the freedom of industry, but of •be na~
tiona! welfare.
The reason that combinations tmong
numerous bodies are rarely injurious is, that the notives
which individuals have to break off from the combinatim are
80 numerous and powcd'ul, that it can seldom be mnin.ained
for any considerable period. But if those who adhere o the
combination were to be allowed to maltreat and obtruct
th.ose who secede from it, this principle would be sub,'ll"Ud,
and the combination might become so very injurious u to
require the interference of the legislature for its suppresion.
This, therefore, does not really seem to be a case in \ruch
there is much room for doubt or difference of opinion. lt is
plain, that we must either reduce the workmen to a sewile
condition, or authorise them to refuse to work, or to sell
their labour, except under such conditions as they may ch a>se
to specify. But when they are allowed this power, they ac
allowed all they are entitled to; and if they go one stp
further-if t hey attempt to carry their point by violene,
either towards their masters or their fellow-workmen, thoy
are guilty of an offence that strikes at the very foundatiom
of the manufacturing and commercial prosperity of th
country, and which no government can or ought to tolerate
It is indispensable that that system of intimidation whicl
the workmen in some places have endeavoured to organise,
should, nt nil hazards, be effectually put down. And to secure
tbi~ object, every practicable means should be adopted for
Cacilitating the prosecution, speedy conviction, and punish-

ment of those who are guilty of obstructing and intimidating
othel'!l.
These remarks proceed from no unfriendly feeling towards
the workmen, but from a desire to do them service. It is
the extreme of folly to suppose, that any combinAtion can
maintain wages at an artificial elevation. ll is not, as we
have already shown, on the dangerous and generally ruinous
r~urcc of combination, hut on the forethought, industry,
and frugality of work-people, that their wages, and their
condition as individual~, must nlwayR depend. If they attempt, by adding violence to combinations, to force wages up
to llll artificial level, one of two thing11 1~ill follow-they will
either draw down on themselves the vengeance of the law, or
they ..ill bring about their perm~tncnt degradation by forcing
the transfer of that capital, from which alone they derive
their subtistence, to other businesses, or to countries where
it will be bettu protected.

CH AP T ER VI II.
of the Lah<Ju~r1 proi1Wud, and til.eir condition improved, by i ncre<l8ed facilitiu ofProdulltion and E~eehange.
-Ci,•cum.rtatlUII wMcltl•avc con.,pired to prevent tl1e Jnventiom and .Dillcoveriu of IM lcut Ita!{- century from effecting
a !Jrt41f.r clulngc for the battJr ill tM coruiition of the
Lo.bourerl.- lnjfuenu of Tazation.

It1UII'&t4

1'nouou the labourers engaged in a particular trade may
occasionally sulfer from the introduction into it of new or
improved mtchinery, or of new or cheaper methods of production, such suffering is but of brief duration, while the
entire labouring class is sure to be benefited by the change.
'!'his has been demonstrated over and over again, and is a
proposition of the truth of which no doubt is now entert ained. An increased facility of production immediately
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increases the command of all c.lasses over necessaries and
convenienc:es; and it further leads, by increasing the demand
for the art1cles whose cost has been reduced, to an increased
demand for labour. 'Vhen the cost of cottons was reduced
by the introduction of the spinning-frnmc, it is plllin,
as that reduction did not affect the demand for labour
or the rate of wages in other employments, that the condition of the labourers generally must have been improved
by their being able to supply thcmsch•cs with cheaper
cottons. The fall in the price of the latter was, in fact,
equh•alent to a corresponding rise of wages ; while the
increased demand for cottons, and the powerful stimulus
which was thereby given to invention and discovery, by still
farther lowering their price, and bringing them within the
command of a constantly increasing number of consumers,
has so much increased their consumption that t he cotton
trade is now, next to :agriculture, the most important business carried on in the kingdom, employing millions upon
millions of capital, and hundreds of thousands of workpeople 1 And such is h1voriably the case, in a greater or less
degree, IYith every increased facility of production. An increase
of supply is sure to occasion an equal increase of demand.
In this case, therefore, as in all others, the interests of the
manufacturers and employers of labour arc coincident with
those of the labourers. E••ery additional fucility of production reallt raises wages, or, which is the same thing, it gives
the labourers n gTeater quantity of produce in return for the
same amount of labour or of money.
Plain bobbin-net lace is snld to have sold in 181 s nnd
1814 for about 21&. a square yard; and the same article, but
of an improYed quality, may now be had for nbout 3d. the
square yard 1 Hence, as compared with bobbin-net, wages
nrc now about eighty-four tintcs higher than in 1813-14.•
And the number of hands employed in the manufacture of
1

Thi• UlkCfl for gTOnted that money woges hRl'C not fallen ;,, the
lntervnl, which they hove not done, ot lca.t to any ~-onaidornblo extent.
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tl1e article bas increased at least a hundred-fold in tbe interval.
The employment of machinery, and the increased facility of
production consequent thereon, has also a. tendency to raise 'the
condition of the labonrcr, by bringing tl1e powers of his mind
more into acti.on. Some of the most laborious operations of
industry-uch, for instance, as the thrashing out of cornore no1v either wholly or principally perfonned by machinery,
the task of the labourer being confined to its eonstroction
(in which be is usually assisted bt other machines) and
guidance. And the presumption is, that this substitution
of the powers of nature for those of man will be carried to a
much farther extent., and that he will be progrcst.·hcly still
more and more employed in making new applications of their
exhaustless energies.
The same results follow from the repeal of prohibitions on
importation, nnd from the opening of new commercial channels, by which produce may be brought from abroad cheaper
than it can be furnished at home. It is proper, Lowevcr , in
the view of preventing any sudden shock being given to :any
great branch of native industry, that such cl1angcs should be
cautiously introduced, and be accompanied with the necessary safeguards. But, apart from the temporar1 injury that it
may occasion to a particular class, every additional facility
given to commerce, like the additional facilities given to
production, ne•·cr fails to add to the well-being and happiness of the public. Owing pnrtlt to improvements in agriculture, and partly to !(realer facilities of importation, the
price of corn has not., during the last four or five years,
amounted to half its price prel'iously to the temunation orthe
late war; so that., as compared with this most indispensable
of ull articles, wages may be ssid to have more than doubled
since 1816. 'fhere is nothing, in truth, either isolated or in
any degree peculiar in the situation of work-people. On the
contrary, their interests nrc inseparably associated with, and
promoted by, all that contributes to national opule·nce,
civilisation, and good government.
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After what bas now been stated, the reader will be prepared to hear that tl'le condition of most classes of workpeople has been much imp.roved since the close of the
American war, and that they are at present better fed, better
clothed, and better lodged, than at any former period. We
Rre aware that Lord John Russell is reported to have
said, in 1844, that the labouring c:la.sses bad retrograded
within the last century, and that they were not so well oft' as
they had been in 1 i40. But, despite the deference justly
due to so high an authority, we are satisfied that this is an
erroneous statement. Most things on which wages nrc expended nrc as cheap now as in 1740, and very many~in
cluding all articles of clothing-are much cheaper. Not";thstanding the well-founded complaints of the badness of
the lodgings of the lower classes, they are incomparably
better now than they were in the last century, or at any
anterior period. The older portions, indeed, in all our towns
and villages, are precisely those in which the poor are in all
respects the worst lodged. The bread, also, which is used
in poor families in the present times is much superior, and in
towns at least the consumption of butcher's meat by the
labourcnl has greatly increased. Drunkenness and immorality, if they have not been materially abated, hnve not increased; while the manners of all classes have been humanised and sot\cned. 'l'ihe great in1provement that hM taken
place in the henltb a.nd in the longc,;ty of the popula.tion
could not have been realised had not their condition been
materially bettered.
At the same time, we are ready to admit that the condition of the labouring class is far from prosperous ; and
Lord John Russell was quite right in saying, that they do not
appear to hr.ve profited as much as they should have done,
or as much as the middle classes have done, by the exlraordinnry improvements that have ta.keo place during the last
half-century, and especially by the fall in the price of most
articles since 1816. The middle classes have, howe,·er,
always evinced far more prudence and forethought than

those below them, and have, consequently, been the better
able to avail themselves of the favourable circUDlStnces referred to. There can, indeed, be no manner of doubt, that
the peculiar poverty and distress which are always found to
preY'Bil, to A greater or less extent, an1ong all sectioM of tbt>
labouring classes, must. be unhesitatingly ascribed to their
own vicious habits, improvidence, and want of industry. And
yet it is true, that, however deficient in these r espects, the
work-people of the present day are less vicious and improvidentJ nod more industrious, than their predeccsso111 of any
former nge ; and this improvement in their conduct nn1.~t
have conspired with the in1proveo1ent in the nrts, nod the
greater facilities of production, to raise them in the ~ale
of civilisation.
But apart from the innumerable eases in which poverty
and destitution may be traced to accidental circumstances,
or to improvidence, misconduct, or want of industry on the
part of individuals, still, as it appea111 to us, the a\·erage rate
of wages i3 lower, and the condition of the best-behaved
laboarCnlless comfortable, than it might have been expected
to be. And it is not probably very difficult to discover why
thi3 is the case; fo.r, despite the favourable circumstances
influencing the condition of the lower classes noticed above,
others of a contrary character, and having also a powerful
inlluence, have been at work for a lengthened period; and
we are inclined to ascribe to the latter a good denl of what is
most unfavourable in the present condition of the industrious
and provident classes.
Of the circumstaJJces now alluded to, the more important
~ to be the influx of immigrants from Ireland, the greater
dependence on the potato as an article of food, and the
employment of children or young people in factories.
1. In some of the previous parts of this treatise, we have
glanced at one or two of the circumstances, such as the dependence on the potato, the splitt.ing of the land into minute
fractions, and so on, that appear to hnve been most instrumental in filling Ireland with what is still probably a re-
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dundMt, as it is an improvident and a degraded popula.tion. But while their destitute condition bas compelled
the Irish poor to emigrate, their proximity to this country, our comparatively high wages, and the facility with
which they get across the channel, have tempted them, especially since the introduction of steam navigation, to come
and settle in nst numbers in England and Scotland. At
present., from a fourth to a third part of the population of
Manchester, Liverpool, Glasgow, Paisley, and other great
towOB on t he west aide of Great Britain, comists of native
Irish, and their descendants. Even at Edinburgh, where
t here arc no manufactures, the Irish constitute at this moment
live-tenths of the lowest class, and nine-tenths of the paupers.'
Few thing~, indeed, could have exercised so fatal an influence
over the condition and prospects of the English and Scotch
labourers as this immigration. Their forethought and industry
have, in fact., tended r ather to fo.cilitate the invasion of this
pauper horde, than to improve their own condition. Their
wages have been reduced by the competition of the famished
serfs that have been cast upon our shores; and, which is still
worse, their tastes and opinions in re,"8.l'd to wbat is neccsury
for their subsistence, have been lowered by the contaminating
influence of example, and by familiar intercourse with those
who arc content to live in destitution >lnd misery. If the
character and condition of the Irish immigrant3 had been
materially im[lro,·cd, it would have been some, though a
most inad~!quate, compC!18ation for the injury their invasion
has done to the native population of Oreal Britain. Hitherto,
however, this docs not appe:u- to be the case. The Irish
immigrants, and their descendants, continue to occupy the
lowest place in society, and deteriorate the British without
advancing themselves. Had they belonged to a foreign
country, their influx would long since have been either
cheeked or prohibited. And it is not eMy to sec why a sys.
tem, productive of little or no good to Ireland, and of much

c,iJ to Britain, should be permitted to continue. The late
extraordinary em4;n<tion from Ireland to the United States
bas, however, given a decided check to the emigrstion to this
country, and it may, perhaps, not be so great in future. But
if it should again attain to anything like its extent in some
late yean, justice to our own people would seem to require that measures should be adopted to binder England
and Scotland from being overrun with the out-pourings of
this officina pauperunt-to hinder Ireland dragging us down
to the same hopeless abyss of poverty nod wr etchedness in
which she is sunk.

• Gcog-ratohieol Dictionary, ooce Edinburgh.

2. We have already endeavoured to exhibit the disastrous
consequences resulting in Ireland from the general depend<!ncc of the population on the potato. llappily, the depend·
cncc on it bas not been carried to anything like the same
e~cnt in any part of Great Britain; yet it bas here been
Jlroducth•e of similar though less calamitous results. Wherever it has become a principal part of the food of the workingclasses, their wages are low, and their situation precarious.
When the labourers principally subsist on wheat, or any
other variety of com, they may, by economising in their con.
sumpLion of bread, acquire a cousiderable additional supply
other things. But potatoes are so very cheap, that no
economy in their use can enable those using them materially
to increase their command over other articles. And when
they fail, those depending on them are here, as in Ireland,
reduced to tbe extremity of want.
The reader will not, therefore, be surprised to learn that we
are not of the number of those who regret the check gi,•co
to t be potato culture by the late failures of the crop. On
the contrsry, we incline to think that their influence should
have been strengthened by legislath·c measures; and fbat it
would be sound poli.cy to discourage the gtoll•th of a root
~<l1ich is otherwise almost sure to become a staple article of
food, and which ne,•er fails to e.xercisc a most pernicious inHuencc over those dependent upon it. Were it used,
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with bread, u & sub!;idiary article, it would be different.
But it can hardly continue for any very considerable length
of time to be so used; its greater cheapness, and the facility
with which it is made ready for usc, tempting tbe poor to
resort to it in preference to any other article. But this is a
fatal proceeding on their part. After they have been accus .
tomed to subsist on it., they become its slaves; for their
wages being determined by its price, they cannot, bow
anxious soever, lcnve it for a better or more costly article
It is not easy to exaggerate the evils inseparable from
such a state of thlngs. We are persuaded, indeed, that
the growing dependence on the potato bas, not in Ireland
only, but also in Britain and elsewhere, bad a most in·
jurious tendency, and that but for it the labouring Classes
would have profited to a much greater extent than they have
done by the wonderful progress of industry and invention
since 1815.

3. We are also disposed to think that tbe increased demand
for juvenile labour, growing out of the npid extension of the
manufacturing system, has not a little injured the condition
of the labouring classes. It made the manufacturing townR
in so far rescm ble new colonies, that for a while a family became (and to some extent continues to be) a source of
wealth to their parents mther than a burden; and those who
could with difficulty bnve subsisted themselves and their
families on their own earnings, were rendered comparatively
comfortable through the earnings of their children. But
this resource, though advantageous in the meantime, bas
pro•·ed in the long run to be injurious. For, by encouraging improvident unions, and weakening the p~iple of
moral restraint, it contributed to increase populahon, and
bas probably taken from the wages of tbe adult.s as much as
it bas given to the children, or more. And in addition to
this, it made young people be employed in factory labour at
a. premature age, before their physical powers were sufficiently
developed, and before tbey bad time to acquire any consider-

able &mount of school education. Its effcel3 upon the
parents were still more unfavourable; for, by teaching them
to depend to a considerable extent on the gains of their
children, it made them less industrious, and generally also
lets frugal and parsimonious than they would otherwise have
been. We are, therefore, inclined to approve of the policy of
the Act which limits and restricts the labour of young people
in factories. It is right that the state should interfere to
protect those who are unable to protect themselves. And in
emancipating them from the slavery in which they were
frequently involved through the selfish and vicious conduct of
their parents, we are really contributing to improve the
habits and condition of the latte.r.
It may probably be thongbt that, in referring to the causes
which have impeded, and which continue to impede, the improvement of tbe labouring classes, tbe pressure of taxation
is entitled to a prominent place. And if any considerable
stress could be safely laid on the harangues of honourable
gentlemen at public meeting11, and even in the House of
Commons, sueh would appear to be the case. Probably,
however, these harangues are made mtber in the view of
conciliating popular favour than from a conviction of their
truth. But whatever may be their motive and object., they
tend to perpetuate a. mischievous delusion, and are in great
measure, if not wholly, unfowtded. l t is more than doubtful
whether the con.dition of tbe labouring class would be sensibly in1proved, supposing it were poS1!ible, without upsetting
good order and security, to sweep off every tax now existing
in the United K.ingdom. It might be somewhat improved
by the repeal of tbe duty on tea-though, if it were placed
on a proper footing, its pressure would hardly be perceptible,
which is tbe ease with the duties on sugar and soap. But
the repeal, or even reduction, of the duties on spirits. tobacco, and malt, would be decidedly injurious. The duties on
these articles should in truth, be regarded as sumptuary
penalties intended to ch.eck the indulgence in pernicious
0
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habit. and wa..«U!ful expenditure. It is contradictmy to imagine that it is possible to improve tbe condition of the
labouring classes, by giving them increased facilitiea and
greater temptations to plunge still deeper into that intem.JICranee and dissipation which is their scourge and ruin.
We are not aware tbat it has occurred to the financial reformel'l! of China to attempt to elevate the character and
condition of tbeir countrymen by cheapening opium and
facilitating its introduction into the Celestial Empire. But
we take leave to doubt whether such a policy would be more
absurd tban to attempt to improve the condition of our
labourel'l! by cheapening gin and tobacco.
fl is needless, we presume, to dwcll on the destructive influence of an intemperate indulgence in intoxicati.ng drink&en the poverty, the vice, and the wretchedness, of which it is
the fruitful source. 'The taste for tobacco, though in some
respects less injurious tb&n the taste for spirits, makes a
much more serious inroad than is commonly supposed on the
n1esns of tbe poor. The duty on tob!U:CO produced in 1860
a nett revenue of L .4,41 0,323. And it is generally supposed
tbat tbe tobacco, after it bas been partially manufactured
into snuff and cigars,. distributed over the country, and sold
by retail, costs at least double the duty, or L.S,820,646. So
that, allowing for smuggling and adulteration, the expenditure on this liltby and olfensive stimulant cannot be taken at
less than from L.9,000,000 to L.lO,OOO,OOO a-year, being
about equal to the receipts of all the railways in the kingdom.
And of this immense sum, more than three-fourtbs is contn'buted by tbe working-classes. So deeply-rooted is the
taste for tobacco, that in aome country parishes in the south
ol Scotland tbe expenditure upon it equals or exeeeds tbe
expenditure upon tea. Under such circumstance&, it would
be the clima.x of folly to do anything to increase the demand
for tobacco. A duty on it is quite unexceptionable; and
8hould be fixed at the point, whatever it may be, that will
produce the greatest amount of revenue.
Tbe repeal or reduction of the taxes on the middle and
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upper classes ,_:onld have no sensible elfect. in increasing tbe
demand for labo~. And supposing it had, it would be advantageous only to the iodustrioU8 and provident labourers.
Not~hing, in truth, can be of any real service to the others.
Tbo8C who spend Sunday and Monday in gin shops and
skittle grounds, would not be much bettered by being able to
spend Tuesday in the same way. Nothing, therefore, can
be a more perfect fallacy tban to suppo8C that our existing
SJIIem of taxation has any 8Cnsible influence in depressing
the labourel'l!. The protective duties that were formerly
laid on com and sugar may have had that elfect. But since
their repeal, the influence of our taxation bas been on the
whole entirely different; and the labouring class would not
gain, but lose, by its abolition.
Ireland is, and hM always been, compared with its extent
and fertility, one of the leMt heavily taxed countries in the
world. And yet her population bas been uniformly sunk in
tbe lowest abyss of poverty. This circumstance would of
itself suffice to show that tbe condition of a people does
not depend nearly so much on tbe ta.xes paid by them, as on
tbeir chan.cter and conduct-tb&t is, on tbeir habits, industry,
and forethought.

CHAPT E R IX.
Frilmdly &cietia.-Sauing Baw.-A.duantJJgu of lkse
lt~~titulioN.

TilE formation of bene6t dubs, or friendly societies, seems
to be one of the best devices for enabling tbe poor to provide for themselves, without depending on the charity of their
more opulent neighbours. Friendly societies arc formed on
a principle of mutual insurance. Each member contributes
a certain sum by weekly, monthly, or annual subscriptions,
while be is in health; and receives from the society a certain
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pension or allowance when be i.s incapacitated for work by
accident, sickness, or old age. Nothing, it is obnous, can be
more unexceptionable than the principle of these aaaociations.
Owing to the general exemption from sickness until a com.
paratively late period of life, if a number of individuals under
thirty or thirty-five Y·e&n of age, form themselves into a aociety, and subscribe each a small sum from their surplus
earnings, they are able to secure a comfortable provision for
tbemtelves, in the event of their becoming unfit for labour.
Any aingle individual who should trust to his own unuaisted
efforts for support, would, it i.s plain, be placed in a •ery
different situation from those who are members of such
a society; for, however industrious and parsimonious, be
might not be able to accompliah his object; inasmuch u
the occurrence of any accid.ent, or an obstinate fit of sickness,
might, by throwing him out of employment, and forcing him
to consume the savings he had accumulated against old age,
reduce him to a state of indigence, and oblige him to become
dependent on the bounty of othen. Wherever a liability to
any unfavourable contingency exists, the best and cheapest
way of obviating its effects, i.s by uniting with others. It has,
we arc aware, been frequently said, that those individuals
who are members of friendly societies, and who have pasaed
through life, as many of them have done, without having occasion to claim any portion of their funds, lose the whole
amount of their subscriptions. But this is a most erroneous
statement. It is true that the individuals in question have
not received any pecuniary compensation; but they have en.
joyed what was of equal •alu&-& fecling of security against
want, and a consequent peace of mind and consciousness of
independence. The vast majority of those who insure their
property against fire, reap no advantage from it, except a
feeling of being secur ed against a casualty to which all properly is liable. This, however, is a sufficient motive to induce every considerate person to execute an insurance. And,
on the same principle, aU individuals not possessed of incomes derived from land or atoek, but who depend for

support on the wages of their labour, if they would place
themselves in a state of security, and provide elfcctually
against the risk of being reduced to pauperism and destitution, ought not to neglect to enroll themselves in friendly
societies.

For these, and other reasons, which our limits will not permit us to state, we are glad to find that friendly societies
ha•e made M considerable a progress, that the number of
members of enrollld IOcietics, in Eng.land only, is at present
(18!>1) estimated at about 800,000 individuals. This is a
aatisfa.ct.ory proof that the poor of England are animated by
a stroDg spirit of independence; and that the adverse influences to which they have been exposed have not had so
great an effect as might perhaps have been expected. It
should also be rceollcctcd, that the progress of these societies has been much counteracted by the ignorance and mi&management or their officers, and by the real difficulty of
establishing them on a secure foundation. The great error
has consisted in their fixing too luge a ~e&le of aUo..-.
ances. At their first institution they are neceaarily composed of members in the prime of life; there is, therefore, comparatively little sickness and mortality amongst
them. In consequence, their funds rapidly accumulate ; and
they are naturally tempted to give too large an allowance to
those members who arc occasionally incapacitated. But Ute
circumstanees under wbicll the society is placed at an ad.
vaneed period are materially different. Sickness and mortality are then eomparative.ly prevalent The contributions to
the fund decline at tbe same time that the outgoing. increase. And it has not unfrequenUy happened, that societies hue become altogether bankrupt; and that t he oldest
members have been left, at the close of their life, destitute
of all support from funds on which they had relied, and to
whi.ch they had largely contributed.
B ut the errors in tbe constitution of friendly IOcicties are
not incurable; and various elforta, many of which have been
producti•e of benclicial effects, have been made by private
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indhoiduals and associations, and by the legislature, to obvi.
ale the chances of their failure, and to encourage their foundatio.n on 10und prin.ciples. Two Reports, in 1826 and 1827,
by a Committee of the Ho~ of Commons, on th~ Laws
respecting Friendly Societies; the Report of the Highland
Society on the same subject, and other publications, embody
a great mass of the most valuable information with regard
to these societies. There are, doubtless, several important points which still r emain to be satisfactorily cleared up;
but, in the meantime, 160 much bas been done that government has been enabled to interfere with effect in assisting
the formation of friendly societies on a secure foundation, and
several acts have been passed in that view. Such societies
as may think proper to claim the benefit of these acts are
bound to submit a statement of their rules and regulations
for the approval of the officer (Mr Tidd Pratt) appointed fo.r
that purpose ; and in the event of these being approved by
him, and of the tables of payments and allowances appearing
suitable to the justices, the society is confirmed by the latter,
and becomes entilled to the privileges conferred by the acts
referred to. These consist in being allowed to invest the
funds of the society in government securities at a minimum
rate of interest (£3, Os. 10d. per cent.), and in the funds of
savings-banks. But it is, of course, open to ·all individ~ls,
not seeking any connection with government, to establah
friendly societies on any footing, and in any form, they may
think proper.
Sarings-banks deserve also the warmest support of all who
are friendly to the improvement and independence of the
poor. The fonnation of a habit of saving is of vital importance ; and to that two things are necessary, •iz.-first, the
ability to save, and second, a safe and convenient place in
which to deposit savings. Now, most persons, even in the
lowest walks of life, have the first and most indispensable of
'lese requisites. Wages are not determined by the wants,
t by tbe numbers, the skill, and the ability of Ia,.
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bourers; and, supposing the latter to be about equal, the
labourer with a wife and family, and be that is unmarried.
wiU eaeh receive the same amount of wages. lt consequently
follows that the latter may, if be eh.oose, U.\'C all, or nearly
all, the sum wbieb the other expends upon his family. This
is not a matter about which there can be any doubt. The
fact of other labourers providing for the wants of two, three,
or four persons out of the same wages that are paid to him,
shows conclusively that be has the means of becoming, to a
certain extent, independent, and of i.n so far securing himself
against those continge.ncies to which every one is liable. If
he neglect to profit by this golden opportunity, if he spend
all his earnings on immediate gratifications, and make no
pro'ri!lion against adversity, he will be utterly destitute
should be lose his employment, be attacked with sickness, or meet with an accident. And though he were fortuna.te enough to escape these evils, the respite is temporary
only. When he becomes old and unfit for labour, "pqverty
will come upon him"' o~ that lrat'tlktA, and hil 10ant <11 an
a.....W man." An.d to avoid being atar•ed, be will have to
reno'UDee the society and the freedom to which be bas been
accllStomed, and consent to be immured and despised in a
workhouse.
It is true, however, that even where the means and the
desire to save some portion of their earnings have co..existed,
the want of a safe place ot deposit for their savings, where
they would yield a reasonable interest, and whence they
might be withdrawn at pleasure, has fonned a aerious obstacle to the formation of a habit of accumulation among
labourers. Public banks do not gen.eraUy recci'fe a less
deposit than L.lO; and there are but very few amongst the
labouring classes who find themselves suddenly masters o.f so
large a sum ; "while, to accumulate 10 much by the weekly
or monthly sa'ring of a few shillings, appears at first view
almost a hopeless task; and should an individual have the
resolution to attempt it, the temptation to break in upon his
litUe stock at every eall of necessity might be too strong to
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resist. At all evenUI, the progressive addition of interest
is too during the period of a«Ulllulatioo, and it enn Uequently happens that the chC$t of the servant or labourer is
not safe &om the depredations of the dishonC$t; while the
very feeling of insecurity which auch a circumstance inspiTC$
must operate as a fatal check to habits of saving." 1 A
similar effect results from the instances that have often occurred, where those poor persons, who had in despite of every
discouragement accumulated a little capital, have been
tempted, by the offer of a high rate of interest, to lend it to
persons of doubtful characters, whose bankruptcy has invoh·ed them in irremediable ruin. It is plain, therefure,
that few things are likely to be of greater advantage, with
a view to the formation of those new and improved habits
which must necessarily result &om the diJI'usion of a spirit
of frugality and forethought among the poor, than the institution of savings.banks, or plaeC$ of safe, convenient, and
advantageous deposit for tbeir smalll:$1 aavings. They no
longer can plead the want of facility of invC$1menl, in excuse for their wasting what little they can aave &om their
wages in gin shops, or other idle or injurious gratifications.
They may now feel assured, that their savings, if they
carry them to a aavings-hank, and the interest accumulated upon them, will be faithfully preserved to meet their
future wants. And those only who are so thoughtless or so
degraded aa to prefer idleness and dissipation to industry
and economy, will decline availing themselves of whate•er
means of accumulation may be in their power. The habit,
once contracted, of carrying their 111rplus earnings t.o a aa•ings-bank, they will find that it inYolns no privation; and
that the consciousness of baYing improved their po6ition, and
provided some security against unlooked-for evils, is in itself
a high enjoyment.
It may be said, perhaps, that thcsc statements apply rather
to what savings-hanks should be than to what they are; and
• Danean on P&rlah 8a.nb, p. 3.
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it must be confessed that instances have occurred in which
these establishments have been grossly mismanaged, and
the funds of the contributors been wasted and embezzled.
Luckily, however, these instances bear but a small proportion
to the entire number of savings-banks. And it is to be hoved
that means may be devised to prevent their recurrence ; and
to afford t.o the depositors that perfect security which i.e so
dC$iTable, and so C$SCDtial to the completeness of the system.
The deposits in savings-banks are very large, having
amounted in Great Britain, on the 20th Nov. 1860, to the
immense sum of £ 31,208,322. But the practical value of the
system must not, we are sorry to say, be measured by the
magnitude of the deposits. Advantage baa not, in truth, been
taken of it to nearly the same extent by tba&e work-people
for whose use it was mainly intended, as by tlte classes immediately above them. Tradesmen and farmers, and their
families, and many individuals belonging to the middl.e
classes, have not been slow to avail themselves of the advanlagC$ of savings-bank~ ; and they have been a good deal re.
sorted to by domC$tlc aervants, especially by females. But
ordinary labourers, and particnlarly those working by the day,
have been seldom found, at least compared with those now
referred to, carrying their aurplus earnings to savings-banks.
This is much to be regretted; for they are the very class
to which these institutions would be of the greatest service. Perhaps something might be done to overcome o.r
lessen this cnlpable neglect of their own obvious interests on
the part of work-people. A man who will not avail himself
of the means in his power for seeming himself against want,
has but slender claims on the bounty of others. And it were
well, perhaps, if the treatment of the poor applying for relief were made materially to depend on the extent to which
they had availed themselves, when in health and in employment, of these and similar institutions.
It is unnecessary to engage in this pl&(:e in any discus- aion with respect to the comparative meritl of &ienclly10
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cieties and sarings-banks. Both are excellent, and well
fitred to promote the advantage of the labouring-classes.
The promotion of habits of accumulation is but a secondary
object in the formation of a friendly soc:iety ; and though it
cettainly hilS that effect, it lU\S it, generally speaking, in a
less degree tban a savings bank. Its grand object is to provide a security agaimt .futuro wont-to gua.rd against those
accidents and casualties to which all are liable, and against
whicb no individu:U efforts can ever afford an effectual protection. A savings-bank is unquestionably also a moet
valuable institution; but it does not supersede the other.
It does not give the poor man that security which is given
him by his becoming a member of a wcll-constitured friendly
insurance soc:iety. Nothing, therefore, can be more unreasonable and ill-founded, than the hostility to friendly societies manifested by many patrons of savings-banks. Both
institutions are intended to promote the improvement of the
poor, and to enable them to support themselves. And being
eqUJ.llywell eslculared to effect these desirable objects, it is,
to say the least, not a little inconsequential and absurd for
tb06C who are the friends-of the one, to labour to misrcproHCnt the other, and to bring it into disrepute.
It would, however, be unjust not to mention, that though
some of the patrons and supporters of &Mings banks are opposed to friendly soc:ieties, there arc many amongst them
who take a more correct and comprehensive view of the subject, and who are eqnally friendly to both. The advantages
of friendly societies are nowhere better stated than in the
tract, to which we have already referred, of the late Dr
Duncan of Ruthwcll, wh o was one of the first to promote the
foundation of savings-banks, and to whose philanthropy and
intelligence these institutions have been largely indcbred.
"There is one point of 'View," says be, "in which the friendly
soc:icty scheme can claim a decided advantage. An individual
longing to tbe labouring part of the community caooot
~. by making the m06l assiduous use of the provisions
aviogs.bank, to arrive at sudden independence; on the
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contrary, it is only by 111any ytars of industry and economy
that the flattering proepeets held out by that system can be
realised. But health is precarious, and accident or disease
may in a moment put an end to all the efforts of the most
active and expert. It is under such circumstances that a
very striking diJI'ercnce appears in favour of the fric!Ddly
soc:iety scheme. He who should trust entirely to the :progressive accumulation of his funds in a savings-bank, might
now find hi.mself fatally disappointed. If he had not been
fortunate enough to realise a considerable capital before the
sources of his subsistence were dried up, the illness of a few
weeks or months might reduce him to a state of want and
dependence, and cause him to experience the unhappin ess
of mourning over impotent efforts and abortive hopes. On
the other hand, the man who has used the precaution to
become a member of a friendly society hilS made a comfortable and permanent provision against the sudden attack of
disease and accident. The moment he comes to acquire the
privilege of a frtt memw, which, by the rules of most of
those institutions, is at the end of the third year after he begao to contribute, he is safe from absolute want, and the
regular manner in which his weekly allowance is paid him
enhances its value. Nor is this provision liable to any of
these objections, which b11ve been so strongly urged against
the system of poor rates. Instead of degrading and vitiating
the mind, its tendency is directly the reverse. The poor m an
feels that he is reaping the fruit of hu ~ industry and
forethought. Be has purchased, by his own prudent care,
an honourable resource against the m06l common misfortunes of life; and even when deprived of the power to labour
for a livelihood, an honest pride of independence remains to
elevate and ennoble his character." 1
' An Essay on t.ho Nature and Advantages of Parlab BlUlk.B, 2d
Edition, p. 00.
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CHAPTER X.
lnJf•- of tk P()(li"-L<JtJA Olle>" 1M condition of th~
Labourera.
IT would be foreign to the purposes of this treatise to enter
into any lengthened inquiries in regard to the principles and
practical operation of the poor-laws. They were instituted
principally with a view to the advantage of the poor. But
by providing a refuge and a. support to the latter in periods
of revulsion and distress, they powerfully contribute to maintain the public tranquillity, and consequently conduce to the
prosperity of the other classes. Practically, however, their influence is of a mixed description, and is in part at lea.st unfavourable. It would ~ ea.sy to show that in countries like
this, a compulaory provision for the maintenance of th06C
who are unable to maintain themsel'l'es, is not only a most
valuable, but an indispensable institution. Yet it is plain
that such provision being independent of their own industry
and thrift, will in some degree detract from that sense of selfreliance on which the well-being of every man must always
mainly depend. And it is farther plain, that if you make
the provision equal a nd indiscriminate-if you place the
indu.'!trious and the lazy, the frugal and the thriftless, on
the same footing, you can hardly fail to weaken some of
the most powerful motives to good conduct in the virtuous
part of the community, and to strengthen the 'l'icious pro..
pensities in those that are bad. And hence it is, that much
of the real etrect of a compulaory provision for the poor
depends on the mode in which it is adnlloistered. The
law aays that no man in England sball be allowed to suffer
the extremity of want. and in so far it treats all claases alike.
......_ This equalit1 does not, however, go for much. Her peculiar
rewards still remain to industry. The labourer who has
aved some little property by contributing to a aavings..baok
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or a friendly society, and who perhaps baa acquired a cottage
and garden, ha.s nothing in common with a pauper. B e is
ele-.ated by the consciousness that he lw not negleeted the
opportunities afforded him of improving his condition; that
be is not indebted for his subsistence to the grudging charity
of others; and he enjoys a much larger 11hare of comfort
and respectability than those in higher situations will readily
imagine. But those who have nothing but the poor-la.ws to
fall back upon when their health faila, or they happen to be
out of employment, are in a widely diOerent situation. They
arc not left to die by the way. side, to be starved or frozen to
death, and that is about all that is !lone for them. They are
deprived o~ their liberty, shut up like felons in workhow;es,
and compelled to sub1lllt to the discipline and perform the
tasks enforced in these establishments. Nothing, theffi'ore,
can be a greater error than to suppose that the labouring
clasaea are placed, bow different soever their characten and
conduct, through the operation of the poor-laW1, nearly on
the same level. And in point of fact, the poo.r have themselves the greatest interest in preventing any such equalisation ; for, were it realised, good conduct, indUBtry, and forethought would o.o longer enjoy that superiority to which they
have an irresistible cla.im; and the external circumstances of
the virtuous part of the community would be reduced to the
low level of the vicious and the improvident. I mprison ment,
hard labour, and inferior food, are all that the law of England assigns to sloth, <lissipation, and profligacy. And it is
of the utmost importance that these vices should never fail
to be accompanied with their proper punishment. To make
work.houses comfortable, is to pervert them from their peculiar purpose. The more they are complained of, provided
they be not unhealthy, the better. They should be places of
refuge for the destitute, but with as little to recommend them
as possible.
It is true that the best and most industrious indi'l'idnals
are subject to bad health-to all sorts of accident8, and that
they may be compelled, without any fault of their own, to
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become cl&imanb for public relief. And it may be aaked,
are tbese parties to be obliged to resort to work-houses, and
to be subjected to tbe aame treatment aa the slothful and the
disorderly ? We answer, certainly not. Such cannot be the
c:aae, unless the administration of the poor-laws be grossly defective. I ndustrious labourers, if overtaken by poverty,
should, if practicable, be provided for at their own houses, or
those of their relatives or friends. Th.e work-house either is
or should oo appropriated to the use of a very different c1&ss,
of those whose destitution baa been occasioned by their own
misconduct, or of those who are suspected of counterfeiting
poverty, or whose laziness and disorderly habits prevent their
being employed. These, and these only, are the proper inmates of work.bouses. The really deserving poor should
never be I!Cnt to them, or, if ever, only in cases of emergency ; and while there, a ma.rked di.Jference should be
made in their treatment. If work.housea be conducted on
any other principle,-if they treat all who may be forced to
resort to them in the same manner without any regard to
their previous character and conduct, they level in aa far as
possible all dieti.netion between virtue and vice; and they cAnnot do thia without adding to the misery they profess to relieve, and becoming formidable engines of clemoralisation.

CHAPTE R XI.
Education.

Or all the means for providing for the permanent improvement of the poor hitherto suggested, few, if any, seem to pro.
mise to be so effectual as t he establiahment of a really useful
IIJlllem of public education. llluch of the misery and crime
which affiicl and disgrace society have their sources in ignorance-in the ignorance of the poor with respect to the cir cumstances which really determine their condition. Those
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who bave laboured to promote their education seem, gen~
rally speaking, to be satisfied, provided they succeed in making tbem able to read and write. But tbe education wbich
stops at this point omits tbose psrl& that are really the most
important. A knowledge of the arts of reading, writing, and
arithmetic: may, and indeed very often does, exist in compt.ny with an all but entire ignorance or those principles
with rt!llpect to which it is most for the interest of the poor
themselves, as well as of the other portions of the community,
that they should be well informed. 'l'o render education
productive of all the utility that may be derived from it, the
poor should, in ad.dition to the elemcnt~ry instruction now
communicated to them, be made acquainted with the duties
enjoined by religion and morality; and with the circumstances
which occasion that gradation of raw and inequality of fortunes which are of the essence of society. And they should be
impressed, from their earliest yean, with a e<mviction of tbe
important truth, which it has been the main object of this
work to establish and illustrate, that they are in great
measure the arbiters of their own fortune-that what ot.hers
can do for them is but b-iDing compared with what they can
do for tbcmsclves-and that the most liberal government,
and the best institutions, cannot shield them from poverty
and misery, without tbe exercise of 11 rcnsonnblc degree of
forethought nnd good conduct on thei.r part. It is a proverbial expression, that man is the creature of habit; and
no education can be good for much in which the peculiar and
powerful influence of di.Jferent habits and modes of acting
over tbe happiness and comfort of individuaiJI is not traced
and exbibiU!d in the clearest light; and which does not show
how those productive of advantage may be most easily ae.
quired, and those having a contrary effect most easily guarded
against. The grand object in educating the lower classes
should be to te:~ch tbem to regulate their conduct with a
view to their well-being, whatever may be their employmenta. The acquisition of scientific information, or even
or the llrts of reading or writing, though of the greatest
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importance, is subord.ina~ and inferior to an ll(l(juaintance
with the great ali of" living well; n that is, of living 80 u to
8eeU1e the great.etrt amount of comfort and respectability to
indiriduaiJ, under whatever cin:umstancesthey may be placed.
That the ultimate elfec:t of an education of this aort would be
mo.t advantageo111, there can be little doubt. Neither tho
erron nor the vices of tbe poor are incurable. They inveMtigate the pr~tical questions whieb affect thcir immedia~
interests with the greatel!t sagacity and penetration, and do
not fail to trace their remote consequences. And if eduea.ti.on were made to cmbr~ objects of real utility-if it were
made a means of in~trueting the poor with respect to the circunutanees which elevate and depresa the ra~ of wages, and
which improve and detcriora~ their individWil condition, the
presumption is, that numbers would endeavour to profit by
it. The harvest of good education may be late, but in tbc
end it ean hardly fail to be luxuriant . And it will amply
reward the elfo!U of tbo&e who are not discouraged in thcir
attempt& to make it embrace such objeeta u we have speci.
6ed, by the difficulties they may expect to encounter aL the
commencement, and during the progress of thci.r laboun~.
The ~hbiahop of Canterbury baa exeelleDtly obfterved, in
reference to the di.lfuaion of education, that-" Of all obetaelet
to improvement, ignorance iJJ the mon formidable, beeau~~e
the only true accret of a88iating the poor i8 to make them
agenl3 in bet~ring their own condition, and to supply them,
not with a ~mporary stimulus, but with a permanent energy.
AJ1 Cut u the ttandard of in~ence it railed, tl1e poor become more and more able to ~XH>perate in any plan pi"')llOIed
Cor thcir advantage, more likely to Iitten to any.re&80nable
~~~ggeation, more able to undenJtand, and therefore more willing to pursue it. Hence it follows, that when gJOII ignorance is once removed, and right principles are introduced, a
great ad•antage baa been already gained against aqualid
po't'erty. Many avenues to an impro•ed condition are opened
to one whose faculties are enlarged and exercited · be eee~
his intereat more clearly, be pursues it more ateadily: he does

not sludy immediate grati6cation at the expense of bitter and
late repentance, or mortgage the labour of his future life
without an adequa~ return. Indigence, therefore, will
rarely be found in company with good education."'
It is not to be expected, nor perhaps to be wished, that
tbc m- of the people should be profoundly learned. The
great works in which new principles are developed, can
neither be read nor understood by them. But the results of
these works, and tbe truths which they contain, rosy be embodied in elementary treatisee, mlly be taugM in schools, and
made to circulate in workshops and hamlets. This bas been
done with the physical and mathematical sciences; but it hati
not h:ithcrto been done with those more important scienc('s,
wbicb explain the mechanism of society, unfold the sources of
private opulence and public prosperity, and of national po,·rny
and degradation. And yet it would seem that the safety o.
the government, and the tranquillity of the state, not less
than the comfort and well-being of the people, must in all
cases principally depend on the intelligence of tbe latter, with
respect to these sciences. If people are ignorant of the
circumstances which really determine tbcir condition, they
must necessarily aet blindly and capriciously, both in their
private capacity as masters of families, and in their public
capacity a.s cit.ize.ns. An igno.r ant and an ill-educated multitude possess no self-regulating principle ; but necessarily
become the prey of their own imaginnry fears and apprehensions, and of the sinister designs of crafty demagogues. It
is observed by Dr Smith, that an instructed and an intelligent people is always more decent and orderly than one
that u ignorant and stupid. They feel themselves each indiridually more respectable, and more likely to obtain the respect of their lawful superiors, and they are the.r efore more
disposed to respect them. The widest experience confirms
the truth of this observation. The violence and outrageousness of mobs have uniformly been proportioned to the strength
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of the prcjudjc:es by which they have been actuated, or, which
is the same thing, to tla~ir ignorance. What other cause can
be assigned for the religious massacres and persecutions that
desolated Europe for so many ages, except that the ignorance
of the people rendered them a prey to the grossest delusions
of superstition and fanaticism ? Would an enlightened populace, capable of appreciating the aervices they had rendered
to their country, have imbrued their hands in the blood of
that able and uprigbt statesman, the Gnlnd Pe.nsionary De
Witt. and hjs unhappy brother? Could the London riot.s of
1 i80, on account of the reluation of the Catholic penal code,
hue happened, had the people been generally informed :
What but the ignorance and infatuation of the lri~b,
could make them believe that a repeal of the union would
be of advantage to Ireland? Or to gi••e a still more striking example, could the enormities and atrocities of the
French revolution of 1789 have been perpetrated, except by
a mob, whose ignorance fitted tbem for the commission ot
every crime, by rendering them the willing and unsuspectmg
dupes of shallow and sanguinary sophists? It would be easy
to quote myriads of similar instances of the baneful effects of
ignorance on the public conduct nod tranquiiJjty of states.
But what has been stated i~ more than sufficient to show,
t hat instead of its bring true, as has often been affinned,
that ignorance is t he surest pledge of the submission of the
lower orders to e.qtablished authority, t hat it is, on the coo ·
1
trary, a. prolific source of confusion and disorder. And
y
h ence it a.ppears th~t it is the duty of government.&, both in
C
the view of promotmg the happiness of their subject.&, and of 111
providing a. security to themselves a.gainst the blind and " ·
dangerous impulses by which an uneducated and ill-informed '
populace a.r e so apt to be actuated, to lend their aid to estab- ~
!ish a really useful syrtem of public instruction.
~
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